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SOME ARE SICK

ENGLAND

SOME ARE DEAD

RUSSIA

PERSIA

by

Hender-

son or by
SIMPSON

Manufacturer

Wealthy

By

RUSSIA ABANDONS THE FAR EAST
AND WILL SEEK WARM WATER
IN
THE INDIAN OCEAN THE
SHAH ALREADY A TOOL OF THE
CZAR, WHO GIVES HIM MONEY
AS HE WANTS IT ENGLAND
TELLS THE BEAR THAT AN ATTEMPT TO SWALLOW PERSIA
MEANS TO FIGHT.

ESCAPES

DEATH

Hottentot Chiefs Fight With All United States Notes, or
Legal Tender, Should
Germans and Capture
be Retired,
Their Camp.

St. Petersburg,
Russia's
statesImperial
men who planned
i
the extension of
Slav sway to the
Pacific, with suca
disastrous effect,
are again busy
peeking to enlarge the Muscovite empire by
making Persia a
province of the
czar's dominions.
The St. PetersMuzaffer-eDin
burg 'juieaucracy
Mirza,
fShah of Persia. Is directing a policy in the land of
the shah which if persisted In will result In a war with Great Britain.
The Russian bureaucracy believes
the czar's dominions to be dying of
thirst for warm water, and the bureaucracy Is consequently in search of
e
an
seaport. If Russia can get

MOB HANG NEGRO
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TOP PICTURE SHOWS THE CASTLE OF THE SHAH OF PERSIA.
LOWER PICTURE SHOWS THE HAREM OF THE SHAH OF PERSIA. AT TEHERAN. THERE ARE
TWELVE OF THE SMALLER HOUSES, EACH OCCUPIED BY ONE OF HIS MAJESTY'S FAVORITE WIVES
way but for the fact that India Is to Russia, to the extent of over
dirty little town of 8,000 people on the
separated from Persia only by the
Persian gulf, and to make Bander Ab
two buffer states of Afghanistan and
With her financial command over bas a second Port Arthur and Vlad
BeluchiKt.m.
Great Britain is afraid the shah, Russia has succeeded in Ivoatok combined. But Great Britain
that if Russia obtains a Persian port, nutklng her influence paramount at has intimated that if any railways are
Russia will be in a position to seri- Teheren, and In the whole north ot to be built In the- neighborhood of
ously threaten the British occupany of Persia. Even the Persian army is Bander Abbas, she is going to build
India. So the statesmen in London practically commanded by Russians, them, and not If she k'nows it is she
have served notice that if Russia though this means little, for the arpiy going to stand by and see a Vladivoswants Persia she will hav,e to fight Is simply a collection of ragged
tok or Port A;thur constructed on her
for It.
a, ulans. armed with lilies and Indian flank.
Russia has already become the pre can n hardly superior to the kind
That is the situation now. and It Is
dominant power in Persia, In the opin-- j used In the American revolution.
in Persia that the next great internaion of the snah.
But though Russia has made north- tional upheaval is going to occur.
His majesty has
Just been in St. Petersburg where he ern Persia almost a Muscovite posThe shah stands by, as helpless as
has been feted and made to feel that session, she gains nothing tangible, the emperor of China was in the far
he is the only person In the world for the warm water ports she is after eastern conflict, but he Is philosophic
the czar loves.
are In the south, on the Persian gulf, and puts everything up to Kismet.
Muzaffer-eDin likes this, not only and it Is there that Great Britain has He has his palace and his elaborate
because It is nattering to his pride, so developed her Influence as to be- harem at Teheren, and when he goes
but because Russia, In carrying out come paramount.
"t
out his toy artillery fires a salute In
the role of hlg intimate Mend,
is
Russia wants to duplicate her far his honor. When he gets tired of
ready to lend him money, something eastern railway poll
un a small that he packs his trunks and goes o
no other country is ready to fa.'
scale by running a line from the north Paris and gets what money he wants
The shah is already heavily In debt of Persia to Bander Abbas, a small, ftom his friend, the czar.
-

FULL OF AGE AND HONORS
JUSTICE DIES
.
... .
I
Philadelphia, Oct. 12 Former Chief
Justice Edward M. Paxson, of the
wiui .
iff
Pennsylvania supreme court, died today at his home in Bycot, Pa. Death
was due to a complication of diseases.
He was a native of Pennsylvania and
i
was 81 years of age. In early life he
published a newspaper in Newton, Pa.,
and here. He was a member of the
BLACK LINE SHOWS THE RAILsupreme bench from 1874 to 1893, re- ROAD ROUTE THAT RUSSIA HAS
signing to accept the receivership of
PLANNED THROUGH PERSIA.
the Reading railroad.
Persia she will secure ports on the
JUMPS FROM WINDOW PREFERRING DEATH TO TRIAL Persian glut, entering into the Indian
New York, Oct. 12. Armitage Mat- ocean, that are never closed by Ice.
Russia would have things her own
thews, secretary of the republican
county committee, committed suicide
this morning by jumping from a window of his residence. His trial on the
charge of looting the Welsael estate
waB to have begun today. The case
grew out of the wrecking of the FedIN HIS WORK
eral bank.
Matthews was a young lawyer who
had advanced rapidly In the practice
of his profession and In politics. He From Iowa to Alabama Kilwas indicted last May on the charges
of conspiracy and grand larceny growling Frost Formed
ing outof the looting of the Wtelssel
Last Night.
estate of which David Rothschild, the
wrecker of the Federal bank, was the
F
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KENTUCKY ALSO GETS
TASTE OF COLD WAVE.
Ixniisville, Ky., Oct. 12. The frost
DAY AT GEORGIA FAIR
line extends this morning into the
northern line of the gulf states. A
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 12. Today Is heavy frost occurred ib the Ohio and
farmers' day at the state fair, and sev- Mississippi valleys, and as far south
eral hundred farmers belonging to the as Memphis.
union are here from different paits of
the state to poin the members of the MIDDLE PART OF LOUISIANA
National Union, which has just finWELCOMED THE VISITOR.
ished its convention, in enjoying the
12. Still
New Orleans, La., Oct.
numerous attractions of the fair. The" colder weather here, the mercury goattendance at the fair grounds Is the ing to 5S. It was under 40 in many
largest on record, and never before parts of the btate, with frost in the
have there been so many representa- uiiddlt) section today. This increases
tive farmers from other states at the the probabilities of an early extincfair as today. For the entertainment tion of the fever throughout Louisiana
of the visitors, there will be special ami Mississippi.
performances of all the s'hows in the
afternoon, and there will be a grand IN TEXAS SOME UNPICKED
meet In the auditorium on the, fair
COTTON IS INJURED.
grounds, with addresses, music and
Waco, Texas, Oct. 12. A liKht frost,
singing.
the first of the season, appeared here
this morning. The cotton that yet reARIZONA OBJECTS
mains in the fields will probably be
damaged.
ARIZONA WILL OPPOSE BEVER-IDGE'STATEHOOD BILL, TO BE
PRESENTED THIS COMING SES- INDIANA
SION OF CONGRESS.

UNION HAS

Has Six Decks, Every Appliance of Modern

and

Will Carry 16.000 Tons,

Dover, Oct. 12. The new Hamburg-Americaliner Amerika, Capt, Sauer-man- ,
now on Its virgin trip across the
Atlantic left here today with a full
cargo of passengers and ffeight for
New Ycrk tr.d is expected to arrive
there tih October 18 or 19. The Amerika is one of the largest passenger
steamships ever launched and ber displacement of 42,000 tons is greater
than that of any other vessel in the
world.
The steamer has a- - length of 687
feet, a beam of 74 feet C inches and a
deptn ot
feet. Her gros lonuago
is about 23,001) and ivben loaded site
will carry more thin 16,ono tons of
cargo. The st anier is not built for
great speed, but will have fair speed
considering ber size and construction.
Her twin screws are revolved by
quadruple expansion engines indicating IG.omi horse power. They are built
on the l.a.anced principle, which re'
duces vibration.
1 lie steamer embodies manv novel
featuies, among them a restaifrant,
where meals will bo served a la carte.
The reHaurant is on the sixth of the
enormous decks and accommodates
120 persons.
Its decorative scheme is
in renaissance, with elaborate effects
in chased bronze.
Oilier novel features are an electric
passenger elevator, a nursery for children, trained nurses for those who
happen to be ill, a woman's hair dresser, a florisr simp, a candy store, luxurious hydropathic and electric baths,
with masseurs; a gymnasium, suits
de luxe in exquisite color, stateroom,
telephone service and Marconi wireless telegraph.
Salon travelers have three decks
for promenading.
The ship has ac- n

WOMEN'S CLUB HAVE

MET IN FEDERATE CONVENTION

C

Vincennes,
representing

Delegates
nearly every woman's
c'.ub in this state, belonging to the
state federation of woman's clubs of
Indiana, are here to attend the sixth
'annual convention of the federation,
w hich
will open hero this afternoon,
The convention practically began this
noon with a meeting of the board of
directors in which some preliminary
business was transacted.
In the afternoon the delegates will present
their credentials and will then attend
a recital given in honor of the dele-- j
gates by the Saturday Musical c ub.
' Mrs. Sarah S. I'latte Decker,
of Den

'

j

Iud., Oct. 12

3,057

Life,

Pas-

sengers, 520 Crew.

S

D.

ONLY MONUMENT

7

ver, president of the general federation of woman's clubs, will deliver
her annual address and other prominent delegates will address the convention.
Tomorrow, being the last day of the
ciiivi iw ion, there will be a conference
of the Icderutii'Ji club presidents with
Mrs. IniKci, ,f l;c!er, and Mrs.
Moore, ot St. Louis.
Later there will be a preliminary
iiriil and couferencj under the direction of Mrs. Kmma Fox, of Detroit.
Governor Hanley will deliver an address on tlie sublect of "The Relation
of the Indiana Federation of Woman's
fc'lubs to Indiana's Keform Problem."

.

commodations for 3.027 travelers.
while the crew consists of B20 men.
Great care has been taken to thoroughly ventilate the ship in all its
parts and all the latest safety app.l-ance- s
have been adopted.

CONGRESS

OF NATURAL

HISTORY SOCIETIES
Boston, ilaBS., Oct. 12. Several
hundred representatives, curators and
directors of natural history societies,
of New Kngland, met In the
of the Natural History society's
building on Boylston street today to
attend the first iiieeting of the congress of natural history societies of
New England, called by the Boston society. One of the most interesting
icaturis of the congress is the exhi
bition of various collections of natural
history bpecimens, apparatus for col-- j
lecting and preserving, illustrations
and records of o'servations, etc.,
which is displayed i.' a number of
'ilare ;ooms in the museum. On Saturday morning there will be a session
of the congress before which many
'prominent
scientists and collectors
will deliver addrei-sesaudl-toiiu-

j

KNIGHTS OF MALTA IW
DOUBLE CELEBRATION.
Wheeling, W. Va., Oct. 12. The local conimandery of the Ancient and
Illustrious Order of t!ie Knights of
.Malta will have a double celebration
here tonight. They w ill celebrate the
dedication of their new hall and the
consecration of their banner. Many
prominent knights irom all parts of
tiie btate are beio to attend the celebration and several cf them will take
active part in the ceremonies.

WLL move
VICE PRESIDENT AND MRS. FAIRBANKS
FIND THEIR FORMER
RESIDENCE TOO SMALL.

,

TO COLUMBUS

MAKING HER FIRST VOYAGE HERE

administrator.

Rothschild, John W. Wooten, and
Lawyer Samuel I. Fergusson were in- WILL ROUT OUT YELLOW JACK
dicted with Matthews on the same
charges. Rothschild and Wooten were
Des Moines, Iowa, Oct. 12. A killconvicted and sentenced to priscr.
ing frost last night is reported from
every section of Iowa.
TENNESSEE BAPTISTS
IN STATE CONVENTION.
Jackson, Tenn., Oct. 12. The state ILLINOIS GOT HER FIRST
HEAVY KILLING FROST
convention of the Baptist church of
Bloomington, 111., Oct. 12. The first
Tennessee opened here today for a
three days' session. The attendance heavy frost killed all small vegetawas large and many prominent minis- tion in central Illinois last night.
ters and lay members from all parts
of the state are present. The Baptist NORTHERN ALABAMA ALSO
Young Peoples' union and the Baptist
GOT TASTE OF THE COLD
Ministers' association will also hold
Birmingham, Ala., Oct. 12. There
meetings here while the general con- was a heavy frost all over north Alavention Is in session. Many Import- bama last night. It is expected that
ant matters will come up for consider- the quarantine against yellow fever
ation in the three conventions.
will be now raised.

LINER

HAMBURG-AMERICA- N

KENTUCKY

S

Ice-fre-

FIRST ASSAULTED AND
THEN STRUCK BY CAR
Chicago, Oct. 12. Patrick McGarry,
a wealthy manufacturer, who is believed to have been assaulted by two
men and a woman, and afterwards left
In the street, where he was struck by
the fender of a car, died today. He
did not regain consciousness after he
was struck by the car.

Oct. 12. The
board of trade of
Phoenix, Ariz., Is
already busy to
defeat territorial
legislation which
would consolidate
that territory with
New Mexico. Senator Beveridge
has pledged his word to pass a bill
at the coming session of congress admitting to statehood all four territories consolidated into two states.
Arizona is very much opposed to the
plan, prefening to remain a territory
rathe:- than to come in mat way. a
representative is in Washington and
will urge the opposition upon President Roosevelt.

.,

IN

Seoul, ct. 12. Japanese
Minister
llayashi started for Tokio today for
the purpose of consulting his government and the elder statesmen. He recently recommended the dcjaratlon of
a Japanse protectorate over Korea as
the only means of making effectual
Japan's projects In Korea. It Is probable that the coming conference will
definitely decide the political status
of Korea,

3

i
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Simpson passed a restful
night, but his condition shows no Improvement. A choking spell weakened him considerably. He takes nourishment with difficulty because of
contraction of the esophagus, but he
Is abie to sit up In an Invalid chair
most of the day.

Washington,

..

ill

Oct. 12.

DOES
NOT SEEM TO IMPROVE
Wichita, Kas., Oct. 12.

FARMERS'

....vrr

.

JERRY SIMPSON

tem of Banking
and Favor

TO CONSULT CABINET ON IT NATIONAL AID TO SHIPPING

"U1WIM.II)IUH..I

Dubuque, Iowa, Oct. 12. There Is
very little change In the condition of
former Speaker David B. Henderson.
Death may come at any time, or he
may live six months or more, say the
doctors. He is so weak that he is
hardly able to move.

Sys-
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LEAP

TIE UP MONEY

Htm,

'
Jurist Passes Away.
BY

1

Japan for Korea and They Discuss Scotch
Tor His Home

ssaulted and Dies, Also Aged

TRIAL

BANKERS WOULD

Minister llayashi Left

-

'

i(il

XUMIJEK

IS PROPOSED

Little Change is Shown
Ex-Spea- ker

u)5.

PROTECTORATE

THE FIGHT
OVER

THE NEXT GREAT WAR

VS

12.

Ever Erected in the United

HOTTENTOTS CAPTURE CAMP
AFTER DEFEATING GERMANS
Capetown, Cape Colony, Oct. 12.
Morengo and Morris, chiefs of rebellious llottentols of German Southwest
Africa, have captured Jerusalem camp,
between Warmbad and Ucult drift, after severe fighting, In which Lieut.
Surmond and five men were killed
and eight men were, wounded. The
Hottentots sent word that they would
fight to the finish.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 12 JunkeU
around the city of Washington follow
ed the morning exercises of the convention of the American Bankers' association today. In the convention
there were discussions on practical
banking and other questions. Including the Scotch system of banking.
Resolutions
favoring government
aid to shipping were presented by the
executive council and were adopted.
The currency committee's report stated that If some plan of currency reform could be agreed upon, congreaa
might be induced to take action.
It was given as the opinion of tha
committee
that such legislation
should provide that United States
notes, or legal tenders, should be retired If practicable, also that a sufficient reserve fund should be set aside
in the United States treasury to provide for the redemption in gold of
about $00.0u0,0i0 of sliver. No action
was taken on the pending report.

one-iegge- d

and hanged him. 1eavell attempted the report from the comptroller of
to enter the room of a young womnn the currency at Washington, D. &,
showing the condition of the national
at Trenton last Saturday.
banks In this state.. The report shows
MINNESOTA PRESBYTERIANS
that Kansas has on hand In these
IN CONVENTION AND SYNOD. hanks alone, about $fil,iM)0.0(IO.
AdFergus Falls, Minn., Oct. 12. The ding to that sum the 57,OO0,O(K) In the
annual state convention of the Presby- hands of the state banks, makes the
terian church of this state, opened total amount In national and state
here today with a session of the Pres- banks in Kansas $118,000,000, or en
bytery, which will occupy all day. To- Increase of $8,000,000 for the last
morrow morning the session of the twelve months.
synod will begin. During the morning
session the Rev. J. H. Sellie will de- WM. ROCKEFELLER
liver an address on the subejet of
"The Priesthood of Christ." In the
REMAINS ABROAD
afternoon session, In which the Rev.
T. II. Cleland will preside, the Her.
U. I. Mitchell will speak on('A Lamer
New York, Oct. 12.
m. Rockefel-- ,
Knduement of the Holy Splilt." Dr. ler, a brother of John D. Rockefeller,
James Wallace will speak on "The Ed- who went abroad last spring on the
ucational Work of Our Synod;" the advice of his physicians, It Is announRev. J. S. McCormack on "The Diff- ced, may be obliged to remain abroad'
iculties of Modern Church Work," Dr. the entire winter for his health. Hit
J. S. Dickson, on "The College Board," son, W. C. Rockefel.er, said today that
and the Rev. W. Phraner, on "Home there Is nothing serious In his father'
Missions." The session of the synod condition, but he Is In need of an exwill close on Saturday.
tended rest.
SEPTEMBER RECORD BROKE
IMMIGRATION

RHODE

ARRIVAL8.
AH reports for

New York, Oct. 12.
the month of September were broken
last month In the matter of the number of Immigrants who entered the
United States through the port of New
York, according to the Immigration
BY
PUEBLO
ITALIAN SOCIETY report Just given out by Commissioner
Watchorn. During the month of September, 90,772 Immigrants landed at
Pueblo, Oct. 12. Wbat Is said to be Ellis island, against 82.708 during the
corresponding month of last year.
the only monument In the United
States to the memory of Christopher WEST PENNSYLVANIA GETS
SNOW 8TORM.
Columbus, was unveiled here today
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 12. The first
by Mill Lena Chlarigllone, a daughter
snow of the season in western Pennof the president of the United Italian sylvania, In some places Is
heavy
societies, whose members contribut- as to break down trees, so itbowas reed most, of the funds to build the mon- ported here today.
ument. This beautiful bronze bust of
the famous discoverer of America,
standing about twelve feet high, has PRESIDENT'S COUSIN
been placed in front of the Carnegie
COMMITS MATRIMONY
.ibrary.
President Cbiarlglione, in an address, presented the monument to the
Chicago, Oct. 12. Andrew Roosecity. Mayor West accepted the gift. velt, a second cousin of President
Governor McDonald also made a brief Roosevelt, will be niarrled to Miss
at'dress.
Adelaide F. Lange this evening In this
Mayer Des Planches, the Italian am- city. Both are residents of St. Louis,
bassador at Washington, was present Mr. Roosevelt being In the bond deas a special representative of Kiug partment of the Mercantile Trust
company and Miss Lange being an
Victor Kmanuel.
"
architect.
RUSSIA WILL ESTABLISH
CAPTURE OF SUPPOSED
NORTHERN EXPRESS ROBBER
NEW YORK-BALTILINE
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 12. L. T. Camp
was arrested here last night on susNew York, Oct. 12. It Is reported picion of being one of the men wanted
on good authority that Kussia. contem- for the Great Northern express robplates to establish closer commercial bery, which took place a few miles
relations with the United States, anil from here a week ago Monday. He
that tlie Hussiun department of mer- answers the description given by the
chant marine Is considering a plan engineer and fireman of one of the
for the establishment of a direct robbers.
steamer line plying between New York
and some Baltic port, either Kiga or BRITISH REPAIR SHIP
LIbau.
ASHORE IN MOROCCO
Grand Duke Alexander
who is president of the deGibraltar, Oct. 12. The British repartment. Is said to favor government pair ship, Assistance, Is ashore at
subsidization of the line. A decision
bay, Morocco.
Warships have
of the matter is expected soon.
gone to her assistance.

States was Today
Unveiled

TREE-BREAKIN-

C

Te-tua- n

STARTLING MURDER DISCOVERED
BY FINDING OF HEAD ON STREET

lat

KEPT FOR SILVER

ONE LEGGED NEGRO IS
HUNG BY KENTUCKY MOB GROWTH OF WEALTH IN
THE 8W1FLOWIR 8TATE.
Elk ton, Ky., Oct. 12. Shortly after
midnight a mob, supposed to have
Topeka, Kan., Oct. 12. John Q.
come from Trenton, took Frank Leav-ell- , Royce, the state bank examiner, haa
negro, out of Jail here Just communicated to the local banks
a

New York, Oct. 12. The finding of and was arrested.
He gave his occua man's head wrapped in a white and pation as an elevator runner.
Washington, D.
The murdered man was late this
C, Oct. 12 Vice blue shirt in front of the No. 615 Fast afternoon identified as Thomas CorKighteenth
building,
to
stieet
led
the
1'iesident
coran, a ticket taker on the elevated
and
Mrs.
Fairbanks discovery of a murder committed, railroad. Fred Bauer, in w hose rooms
have decided to probably
body were
night, at 119 Third ave- portions of Corcoran's
give
up their nue. The Information of a probable found, said that he In ought Corcoran
residence
and another man, a soldier, to his
D u p o nt
circle, murder there was given to the police room last niht.tlnit he fell asleep,
where they have by an unknown Informant. A search and when be awoke he found the sollived during the of the house revealed the arms and dier gone and Corcoran killed and his
past Beven years,
body cut up. Bauer's clothing is covlens of a man In a suit case and tho
and to take a larg r house. They pro-oered with blood stains. Information
a
body
in
closet.
pose to entertain
of the tragedy was given to the poan elaborate
Fred Bauer wns seen today coming lice by George
scale next winter, Agents have been
who occupied
commissioned to bunt a suitable from a room on the third floor of No. a room adjoining Bauer's, and who
house, but the choice has not yet been Hit Third avenue, where the pais of heard suspicious noises during the
the dismembered liody were 1 nd, nifht.
madw.

near

GOLD RESERVE

ISLAND DEMOCRATS
ARE VERY HARMONIOUS
Providence, R. I., Oct. 12. With no

Important contests for nominations
and little difference of opinion as to
the platform, the democratic state
convention opened today with every
promise of harmony.,
NEW YORK GETS THE

BALL GAME TODAY
Philadelphia, Oct. 12 The batteries
world championship game
were: Philadelphia, Coakley, pitcher;
Schreck, catcher.
New York,
pitcher; Bresnahan, catcher.
R H B
Final score:
9
9
New York
1
4
0
Philadelphia
In today's

Mat-thews-

LOUISVILLE RAISES
FUNDS FOR YELLOW FEVER- Louisville, Ky., Oct. 12 In response
to an appeal from Natchez, Miss., the
relief committee of the Ixniisville
board of trade began today to oanvasa
the business districts of this city for
funds to aid the yellow fever suffer- -

PHILIPPINE GOVERNOR
EXPECTS TO RETIRE
Washington. D. C Oct. 12. By reason of what appears to be dissatisfaction with the situation In the Philippines, Luke 13. Wilght, governor general of the Philippines, and president
of the Philippine commission, will retire from that position about December 1. It is understood that he expects to return to Nashville, Tenn,
to resume the practice of

la.

HOTEL AND GRADING CAMP
TO BE RUN ON COMMISSION

Washington. D. C, Oct. 12. Governor Mugoou cabled tho insular bureau: ".Market contract was cancellHotel and
ed by mutual consent.
grading camps will be operated by
commission."
CHARGES

THOSE MADE AGAINST

GOVERNOR BRADY, OF ALASKA, MAY BE
INVESTIGATED BY THE PRESIDENT.

Washington, D.
Oct. 12. Tbe
president
has
been asked to Investigate cliarg- s
against Gov.
Brady of Alaska.
He is said to
have lent himself
in an improper
way to the pro
motion of a speculative mining enterprise. His name was used on stationery, and In other way It is claimed he
was Instrumental In inducing purchasers to Invest in what was not a legitimate property.

C.

ALISUQUEMQUK KTKNlNfa C1T1EKN.

PAGE TWO.
tho number of their offspring up to
the age of 6, as compared with their
richer neighbors.
Celibacy Is the crime, not the lower
Weekly by
ellb DsMy
birth rate of a healthier, stronger,
Citizen Publishing Company Winer, yet smaller family.
Marriage Is the virtue, not the great,
est progeny.
The punishment for celibacy la ex
haustion, and worse In the man. The
penalty to the woman for loss of maternity Is loss of health, a diminished
fund of dutiful enjoyment, a limitation
of (hat Inherent power to sacrllice
that maternity gives, but also takes,
and. In taking, perpetuates the race,
mother, and exalts her to
ennobles
WWI Paper of Brnllllo Count) te highestthepinnacle of social admiration.
To the bachelors, my charitable
CKy
Urprt
M Cwnty Or latlM.
Pity.
Tlw Larprt Mm Mtc ClrailW.
To the spinsters, my commiseration
Urgnt Nortttara Arliom Clmlilloi
and regrets.
To the glorious mothers of not over
large families, my compliments, re
riRHI Or SUBSCRIPTION! on spects
and everlasting homage.
ki idu...,
kr Ml. m
W hO, ana nMitk
.Sf

PROFESSIONAL

TI1C EVENING CITIZEN

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

F

jn, ana

r.
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GOLD AND COPPER
IN JARILLA

atly by Carrier, 60c per month
Mr

Tn Wimim Crnim will
hnr rat

VM par BMatk.

tiMrtksta

rf

SO

wka

Itia

FAIR PERCENTAGE OF COPPER
MIXED WITH GOLD IN THE ORE

, d hi o
r WMk. r far

Mta

VEINS.
of the Denver
correspondent
News, writing from Jarilla, N. M.,
says:
The Kerro Oro and the Iron Hand,
owned by Mr. I'aul Ream of this place.
proposition, and to
Is an iron-golreach the junction of the two veins It
is the Intention of the owner to sink a
working shaft on the Kerro and follow
the vein to the crossing of the Iron
Hand, where the best values are ex
pected to He.
Within the past few days :re .Nasu- ville shaft of the Excelsior company
has opened ore. Four feet of sulphide,
which wlil run 4 to 5 per cent in copper has bees opened and Is being followed. Some of the ore runs as high
as 22 per cent in copper. The ore car
ries some gold and a little silver. This
vein was opened In an. old shaft and
seems to have been overlooked by former operators. Every round of shots
Increases the value of the ore. in or
der to facilitate the work it is the in
tention of the management to install
a hoisting plant at once and hurry the
work of development.
The Lincoln, property has opened
ore at another point, small specks of
native copper being visible to the
naked eye in the spar. The Lincoln
has proved up a continuous body of
ore for over 400 feet on one vein. Ore
has been piled up on all the workings,
and at the present time the property
could commence shipments of rock
that would run $40 per ton In copper
and gold.
The Farm property, north of Brice,
owned by Culver and Downs, is sinking on a shaft that follows a vein
nearly thirty feet in width. The ore
occurs in brown spar, Is stained heavily with copper, and carries some
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DENTISTS.
DENTISTS.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.

Championship Game Postponed.
The championship game between
New York and Philadelphia was postponed yesterday on account of rain.
The first game of the
series for the local championship be'
tween the two Chicago major league
teams went to the Nationals.
R. H. E.
Score
5 7 0
Nationals
4
8
3
Americans
R. H. E.
At St. Louis
9 11 0
Nationals
1
4
Americans
R. II. E.
At Ronton
5 9 2
Americans
1
4
2
Nationals
post-seaso- n

TOO MUCH WHISKEY
CAUSED HIS ARREST
Last we. a' lty, Mora county
Henlgno Cl
i imbibed too freely of
bad whlsUi y and proceeded to shoot
He was followed for
tin the tmvr,
about eight " ' and finally captured
and costs before Jus
belne fined
tlce of the l' .ice t.uccro. He was also
fined $."i0 :n: costs for conducting a
gambling il U
without a license
and $20 and costs for threatening an
officer.
:i

HE DESERVES FREE TERRITORIAL ADVERTISEMENT.
morning of last week
On Monda
the Clayton public school unanimously
passed a n olution. Uianking C. W.
FOOT BALL.
of the C. W.Haynie
mai
At Cambridge, yesterday Harvard llaynle,
Music comi.aiv of Wichita, Kan., for
defeated Hates on Soldiers' field, al- donating
to ihl hi bool 125 song books.
though the visitors had the distinction
books lontain 27 songs, each of
of crossing the crimson goal line for These
"Long Ago." and are used by nearly
the fiist time this season, the final all
the schools In Kansas, and Misscore being 31 to fi.
souri. Mr. llaynle not only gave the
Garnet Elsewhere.
books, but paid tho express on the
At New Haven
29 same.
Yale
0 LINCOLN COUNTY PRORATES
Springfield Training School
At Ann Arbor
'
AT TEN PER CENT ONLY.
23
University of Michigan
The board of county commissioners
0
Ohio Northern University
for Lincoln, met in regular
esslon.
At Princeton
29 this week, and transacted couslderabel
Princeton
business before adjournment. The bills
Lehigh
of the last quarter remained unpaid,
At Annapoli- s39 and all of the present quarter Just
Naval Academy
thus cre0 passed, had accumulated,
St. John's College
ating quite, a large sum to be dealt
At Philadelphi- aAnd the difficulty was that
38 with.
University of Pennsylvania
0 theie was only money enough In the
Franklin
4-

Out of the city until

October

24,

or

later.

Montezuma Trust Co

4. Alger, D. D. S.
Katlroad avenue Ofnoe noun
M a. tn. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:80 p. tn. to I
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointment
mad
by mall

bdmuni)

No.

MI6

ALBUQUERQUE, NET MEXICO

LAWYERS.
Bernard 8. Rodey.

.

Art'OHNKIiAT-lAWPrompt
W. M.

Albuquerque,

Capital and Surplus

attention given to all
biiHlnens pertaining to the profeaaton.
VMM practice In ail courta of the territory and before tbe United States lar"l

$100,000

4- -

office.

Ira M. Bond.

l A W. M V atreot. M
Pe alonn, lands,
D.
patents, copyrights, cavlata, letter pat
ents, trade tnarKe. elslma
R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
ATTORN K I
N. M. Office, Klrai .National Bank build
ing.
E. W. Dobaon.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice
Crom
well block. Albu jerque, N. M.
John H. Stingta.
ATTORNEY-AT-LASuite 1, N. T.
Armljo bnllrilng, Albuquerque. N. M.
a I

I I .1.

v

r--

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

W., Washington,

fr

T-LAW.

F. W Spencer and V. O. Walling.
rord, rooms
Baraett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

2

AND UNSURPA8SED

THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE.

D.PO.ITOR.Jjy "OP

N.

M,

CCOMODAT.ON

AND

v

CAPITAL, $160,000.00

-

D. F. MACROLLINQ,

l

Jf
WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

(

EXTENDS TO

ARCHITECTS.

4

T

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,
Asst.
WM. MCINTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE A R NOT
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
O. E.

chr-

-

engineering,
surveying and
CROMWELL
drafting. 211 Railroad avenue.
VaomH i&s.
BH IS.
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
general county fund to pay ten per
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA eV 8ANTA FE RAILWAY
cent of the indebtedness. So the only
CCCHISE STATtSMAN
Morgan.
L.
A.
prothing
do
was
to
to
for
board
the
RACE SUICIDE
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
CAPTURING SHARKS rate, wnlch was done.
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished;
Job work Bollcted. Automatic
BIG EXCHANGE IN
MAY BE RATHER
'phnne 724; Bhop J11 North Second street,
CHAVES COUNTY LANDS. Albuquerque, N. M.
The Los Angeles Examiner, which
arrived here yesterday, contains a
The following deeds, which were
PHYSICIANS.
large picture of the Hon. Charles filed for record Friday In the offices
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Strong and Theo. Metz, of Bisbee, to of Proba,te Clerk and Recorder F. P.
For Race Salvation by PerC. H. Can.neT, M. D., D. O.
gether with that of a monster shark, Gayle, Indicate that a big trade In real
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
weighing 386 pounds. Strong and Metz estate has just been consummated.
mitting More CarePresident New Mexico Board of Osteo
Officers and Directors.
have been putting In considerable time
NewHerbert P. Hobson and wife to
successfully
pathy.
All
diseases
at Catailna, and are spending most of ton E. Whitney, for $19,200, the south- treated.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
" Offlice
President
building.
ful Rearing
it slaughtering sharks. Strong some east quarter of section 21, and the Hours, 9 to 2 and 2Barnett
Vice "President
to 4. Both tele
time since captured the largest one southwest, quarter of section 22, all in phones.
Cashier
Sundays by appointment.
R. A. FROST
;
that has ever been caught at Catalina, township 11 south, range 25 east.
Assistant Cashier
OF THE VliRY BEST SPECIMENS
which weighed 624 pounds, and Is said
H.
RAYNOLDS
F.
VETERINARY.
Newton E. Whitney and wife to
Director
by sonje to be the largest ever captur Herbert P. Hobson, for $10,000, a tract
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. 8.
surgeon and dentist
ed, so that Charles has quite a record. of 240 acres In section 28, township
Veterinary
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
A picture of the 524 shark is In the 11 south, range 25 east.
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
(John Burns in Chicago Tribune.)
possession of A. Wentworth In this
sciup
the latest,
to date, approved,
Authorized Capital
There is a shameless spirit of pesJ500.000.00
city. The Examiner says:
WATER NEAR DEMING
entific methods. OVice at Trimble's
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
simism about everything Just now.
IN GREAT ABUNDANCE. stables.
"Charles Strong, of Bisbee, Arizona,
250,000.00
Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122.
and T. F. Metz, with O.'L. Danielson
The Jeremiahs have been on the ramM. T. Brown of the Brown Realty
TERM.
FALL
making
war
Depository
page; the dismal and the doleful would
been
boatman,
have
for
for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
Co., is elated over the large body of
on big sharks.
Strong has captured water he struck recently In his well Albuquerque Business College Opens
be ezpeits have all been regarding
for
Island,
Catalina
the record breaker
other people as melancholy and thing
near Deming, says the Las Cruces
Monday, September 4, 1905.
If not the world a monster weighing Citizen. The water is now within four
as decadent as themselves. , With
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman524
only
pounds.
Yesterday
their catch
Engthem everything Is wrong, from latifeet of the surface. A test was made ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
weighed 380 pounds, but the fight it with the pump and the result was lish, Spanish and Mechanical Drawtude and longitude, to the government.
2
any
they
was
more fierce than
made
Not content with their universal wail- gold.
8,000 gallons per minute, sufficient ing.
struggle water to irrigate forty thousand acres
experienced.
a
had
After
ing at the decay of home life, of mere
AND
DAY
SESSION.
EVENING
Baird
Nannie
west drift of the
o
suc- of land. He spent last week In Demwan, and all conquering woman, they onThe
For particulars call or address
level is driving in a lasting an hour or more. Strong
the
hawe started a crusade against the constantly
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
increasing body of ore as ceeded in bringing the shark alongside ing, returned last Saturday, and left
babies, actual, potential, and to come. it progresses toward the Maggie shaft, the launch, and then the real trouble for Deming, Monday, and will remain
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
0
Now, babies are what their mothers located on the same vein, and which it began. Danielson stood by with a har there several days before returning to
Library building, East Railroad aveOF ALBUQUERQUE
poon,
and thrust it deep in the side of Las Cruces. Mr. Biown' has already nue.
make them. A man's reformation Is to follow.
Instantly
shark
creature.
the
the
must begin with his grandmother.
$30,000
refused
for
his
interest.
office
main
Announcement from the
ASSAYERS.
sounded, and Danielson hung on until
The current standards of Judgment
the Southwest Smelting and Refin- the
stern of the launch was carried THE ROSWELL FAIK
of men territory and birth rates are of
the
company
to
effect
is
that
ing
the
& COLLINS,
CORBET
CAPITAL
wrong.
water up to the combing, when
A HOWLING SUCCESS.
Megalomania Is a disease.
$100,000.00
the smelter will be blown under
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
, Now Blze ia everything; numUrs the furnaces ofninety
obliged to turn things loose
was
he
DEPOSITS
Tuesday,
The
opened
fair
$260,000.00
Rosell
days
In
withla
Deputy
Surveyors.
Mineral
States
supreme
;
teat. This is nonsense. Bigv
with a good attendance from Texas
on the tunnel level I ""u
drift
The
north
ASSAYERS.
ness is not greatness; numbers are
Several times the shark was brought and New Mexico. The weather was
the Lucky Is driving steadily in ore. alongside,
We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
and each time given a cold and cloudy In the morning and East aide of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
not quality, mere avoirdupois not of
is following the porphyry
drift
The
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
strength look at Russia. If so, the for the hanging wall the footwall is thrust with a harpoon. It was finally the attendance was much
larger In tne TTTTTTTXXTXXIXXXXrXTTITTrT
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
Japanese, tne Yoarkhas, and other not in sight. At the point where the dispatched, but not until Vth men afternoon. The trains are bringing in
small but virile people, are doomed, drift was started north the vein wid- were thoroughly exhausted." Tomb- hundreds of people from the north and
0
snd in the megalomaniac's balance are ened rapidly, Its width being such that stone Prospector.
south.
3 $25 California $25
O. N. MARRON, President. D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President
tried and found wanting.
sysfloral,'
hortiagricultural
The
and
J. B. HERNDON, CaahUr. ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
Personally, I am not, under all cir- It will be mined pillar and stall
PROPOSALS FOR REPAIRS, cultural exhibit are especially fine.
0
Second Class Colonist Rates
cumstances, for a desolating flood of tem.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, MOVING There were several races Tuesday afBUILDINGS,' ETC. Albuquerque. N. ternoon and betting was heavy.
8
babies. The number of a family is to
M
1905. Sealed proposals,
me less than their quality. What is PECULIAR PLACE
The burro race was exciting, as the
to
31
Oct.
Sept,
15
more, some regard should be paid to
endorsed "PROPOSALS FOR REwinner knelt when within
WITHOUT ANY J. P. PAIRS, ETC.," and addressed to the supposed
the mother, who too often pays needthree feet of the wire and the next
lessly for the price of excessive ma--,
undersigned at Albuquerque, N. M.. best, loo feet behind, crossed the wire
0
Stopovers allowed in Caliternity, either by her enfeeblement or
or any other kind will be received at the Indian school first.
The
a
murder
Should
Plumbing & Heating Co.
by her death. On the other hand, of a crime be committed today in Lehl until 2 o'clock p. m., Saturday, Nofornia. For particulars, call
every Healthy, marriageable woman precinct
LAS VEGAS LOSES HER
on any agent.
would be no Justice of vember 4, 1905, for furnishing and
0
I. H. COX, Manager.
ought to marry. Better a babv in her the peacethere
the materials and labor for
HOPE OF ANOTHER ROAD.
try
case. It
the
to
there
II. S. LUTZ,
Pipe,
Iron
Pipe
Iron
arms than a dog In her lap, bottles in is not an uncommon thing for a Jus- painting 4,609 yards, varnishing 1,251
Fittings,
Fittings
Brass
Valves,
and
and
Steam
Now the news comes, says the
Agent.
J. J. BYRNE,
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fix- 0
her boudoir and vain regrets In her tice of the peace to resign his office, yards, and kalsominlng 4,3fifi yards of Spilnger Stockman, that satisfactory
O. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.
tures and supplies. Storer Oasoline Engines.
lonely, childless life. Every married but this case Is rather unusual.
surface, 2.158 square feet of black- traffic arrangements have been negowoman ought to have some children-bu- t
power motor, one tiated between the Southwestern and
D. P. Jones came to town today to board, one
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234. 0
I disagree entirely that she ought
transformer, one
Rock Island, and the Idea of a
resign as Lehi's Justice of the peace
to rear indiscriminately and without after holding the Job for fourteen power steam boiler. 1,500 feet of iron the
new" line from Dawson to Santa Rosa
regard to fitness, means, home and years, and it wasn't oecause he is go- and sewer pipe, loo barrels cement, suspended. The rumor of a bluff on
WILLING HELPERS
environment, all the children that, ing to a higher office nor because he 20,000 foet lumber, moving and
part of the Southwestern to build
the
apart from choice, disposition and sus- is not making enough, but
buildings, etc., etc., that line Is hardly true, as it is learn0 "OLD RFLIABLE"
Just be- as perg three small
ESTABLISHED 1878
tainable capacity, she Is capable of be- cause
list and specifications obtaina- ed that it was the intention to build
Is tired of the Job.
he
use of a helper If
the
What's
ing maternally responsible for.
ble
f
must
at
school.
Bidders
state
the
it. But the Rock Island could not
SpeaKing about business, though, It
But we must be careful In generatin their bids the proposed hardly afford to permit this project to f he isn't willing? Willingness is -line of specifically
an ample mantle which will al- - V
ing about the birth rate. We cannot has been rather dull in that
price
unto
be
of
each
article
offered
go
through it In thoV power to prelate. It has been thtee years now
most cover all the sins ot serr 9
dogmatize about the number there since'
contract.
All
der
so
articles
offered
vent.
Jones has had occasion to
ice. But a classified advertise- should be In the family hat Is gov- act hisMr.
f
subject
rigid
will
be
to
Inspection.
and that Is rather a long
ment in Tbe Evening Citizen Is a
f
erned by the Individual case of mother stretch part,
to
any
right
is
or
The
reject
reserved
ARIZONA
FIND
GOOD
HORSES
'
without business of some kind
willing helper that is not only
And we cannot determine the dumber in a country
bids or any part of any bid. If
MARKET IN THE GULF STATES.
Justice court. But Mr. all
absoultely competent, but also is V
of children a woman should rear-t- hat
for
the
Interests
deemed
best
of
the
says be didn't mind that. He
There has been a large movement
a willing worker. It works all
is governed by many things, most- Jones
bid
accomservice.
must
be
Each
of range horses tor Beveral weeks
wanted to be a common, ordinary panied by a
time for you. It is the best V
tbe
ly impersonal. The cheerful thing to Just
f
or
check
certified
draft
past, from Arizona and New Mexico,
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
' and most economical publicity In
for a while.
note U that the marriage rate is either citizen
upon
some
depository
States
United
In the Southwest.
to eastern points.
Mr. Jones was the precinct's first
C
the world.
steady or slightly rising. And where Justice
payaor
bank,
solvent
national
made
Most of the shipments have been to
when he ascended to the ble
It occasionally falls it is often due to office and
of
order
the
to
the
Commissioner
east Texas, Mississippi and Louisiana.
he says the people used to make
Ajnwimf.
AND
,ha" uw of his tribunal quite frequently of Indian Affairs, for at least 5 per The demand for these animals has GO TO
""I"1,"'"' ial' rather
THE ALBUQUERQUE PLAN-INof
cent
proposal,
the
amount
the
of
I
Hie-tie
It was something new. But as the
beed active.
,r;V ""V
L7,'
MILL
i
6lJW a "'"'on'ial de-- years rolled by
J .!
got used to hav-- f said check to be forfeited to the Unit.IT
The demand has perhaps been no
RAILROAD AVENUE
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
ri,",s increase in a justice of the peace and she kept ed States in case any bidder receiv- greater than dm lug past years, but When you want any mill work done.
hirfh".
0
i
get
waiting.
you
keep
We
don't
We
ing
fac'U-uinan
to
shall
fall
award
execute
,h(
an1
it he
ua,hfi:
supply has been rather short,
better and better until the
.
- .muu
u , -? 7.n.
rmr onen lnillt ates lat )M b weie so long the Justice often promptly a satisfactory contract in ac-c- which has made buying more spirited. out your work promptly. Our motto:
.......1B
work, no pay we all work."
i,iK mo rane 111 ItOIIll at nn
dance with this bid;' otherwise to
for got his office.
The shipments of range horses "No
It is not an accident, nor due to per-- !
a scheme to be returned to the bidder. Bins ac- through El Paso and Deming have
Finally
octcd
he
coin
sonal regulation, that a w.althv LonNotice.
the Job on some other fellow. companied by cash in lieu of certified been maintained regularly, In small
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first clas
don district should have an in'famile unload
United States Land Office, Santa Fe,
J 'ne other in;.', was put up as a can- check or draft will not tie considered. quantities, for several weeks.
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in givmortality of 80 to 100 per cent and its didate and tdo, 'ti ll UiM fall, but when For further information apply to
N. M., Sept. 27, l'J05.
poor districts ranging from 274 to ton no li
ing you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favorably
James K. Allen, superintendent.
hereby Riven that the folNotice
is
IN APPEARISLOW
PURCHASERS
what
mid
out
had
to
been
done
per 1 .Odd p,.r annum: and that a sim- liiin by
with responsible competition.
lowing township plats will be on file
SEASON.
PRESENT
THE
NG
liis Irii nd. he refused to qualDo You Want Strength?
ilar difference in the same districts at ity,
Stock
are less in evidence on in this office November 13. 19U5, viz:
Mr. .Ion.' was a holdover. He If you
want to increase your strength the rangebuyers
the end of life at the same ages should lias and
Township 7 north, range 8 east.
they have been at this
than
threatening
some
been
to
quit
for
you must add to and not take from the
prevail between rich ami poor.
AUTOMATIC PHONE 711.
east.
Township 4 north, range
in past years. Cattlemen from
season
time, leu this n.oiuitii lie hauled his physical.
In other words, the foou i
I believe that as the poor in
Township 5 north, range 8 east.
lie southern ranges say that ITT t le luthat docket mid other things to town and that you eat niu.st
be digested, assim- te,
distiict socially Improve and approx- Handed in bis n signal ion. written to
On and after above date we will he
est has been manifested as yet
imate toward their wealthy fellows, its V. :. l'l'lidletmi. fb-- U ol the board ot ilated and appropriated by the netves, among the purchasers.
ocococooococicxxxxxxxxxxx:
to receive applications for enready
blood and tissues before being ex- Infantile mortality will decrease, its Slljlel vihlil s.' lit ii
In said townships.
tries
disin
Caitleiin
are
least
not
the
lia.elte.
polled from the Intestines. Kodol Dyago mortality lengthen: but Its birth
MANUEL R. OTKRO, Register.
WE HAVE HIT THE MARK
out this condition. Their stock FRED
spepsia Cure adds to the physical, it turbed
rate will correspondingly diminish; MORE CANDIDATES
ML'LLER. Receiver.
is in the best of condition, and they
gives strength
up
to
and
builds
and I believe the three conditions go
LANDED AT PENITENTIARY
deelnre that they are nerefctlv conIt is
band In band and are good.
Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
In the sixth Judicial district court. strengti in tne tinman system.
to wait.
to tho taste and palatable, li tit
Colo., Oct. C, I'juS. Sealed proposals
tne reduction In the birth rate con for Guadalupe county at Santa ltosa pleasant only
every
"The
Is
gaining
in
stock
fat
food combination of
cerns me less than the salvation of last week Judge Edward A. Mann and the
day."
one large stock owner, to in triplicate, subject to usual condithat will digest the food and Mo- El said
the babies that arrive. The rr.vmt. presiding. Carlos Garcia was found
on
I'aso
Herald. "The range is in tions, will be received here and at the
to appropriate all of
table and criminal Infant mortality af- guilty of larceny of a horse and was enable the systemstrength-giviness
ot
the
condition,
and the animals office of Post Quartermaster until 11
qualiter he lowering birth rate has been sentenced to two and a ba'f years In its health and
furnish0,
a.
1905,
for
in.,
November
aii1'iuMru their liest.
lighting.
achieved must he stopped. It Is a Hie penitentiary and to pay a fine of ties. Sold by all druggists.
"I.iim Miring I thought that wo had ing at Fort Apache, Ariz., 700,000
year
endcruel, wasteful an, deplorable condlnay,
during
fiscal
lbs.
the
was
I'l'in-liApodaca
it the liest
and costs. Gregoiio
conditions for stock
55 TO $10 SAVED ON EVERY
Hon that is responsible for poor peo- - found guilty of larceny of a horse and
iliat w.' c.iiild have for years, hut In ing June 30, 190(5. Proposals for quanTICKET.
pie marrying more than the rich rear- - sentenced to one year's imprisonment
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW. suuii' ii.u, the fall looks even better." tities less than the whole required, or
See
Man
ing
for delivery at points other than the
to a certain at;e double the
Hie penitentiary and to pay a fine PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
children, and then, after the risk and1 of $r,m and costs. Yictoriaiio Fajardo BROKER, WILL GET THEM
U.
bo
entertained.
ono
will
HUNTING
named,
GOOD
IS
HERE
rOl'RTH AM) GOLD AVE.
burden ol maternity has been incurred a'"1 Cutidldo Candelario, indicted
NEAR LAS VEGAS. S. reserves the right to accept or re-j- i
CHEAP.
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WEST RAILROAD
1.
S
tO lljSe frOtll
r,.m.
t t any or all bids or any part thereLMliltV
f..lI'oiinil
H.'nherV
I.Ol
li'
Haiker of Heuiali, today ex-!- i
In
1'i.rn
AVENUE.
hiliiii
the streets as large and of. Information furnished on applicaOOOOOOOCXXXDOCOOOOOOOOOC:,
licrl'ec
RETIRED PRIEST FALLS
of antlers as ever came tion litre or at office of Post QuarterEnvelopes to be marked,
fl'nlll l
master.
HEIR TO LARGE FORTUNE.
' ad of a deer In these itarts.
SOLID
H.v. Father A. Re.lon, of Morin, N.
The an i' that had carried theiu in "Proposals for llav at Ft. Apache."
and CURE THE LUNGS
M.. is at M agdub na, attending to the
lonlly mj.,- through the quaking aspen C. A. 11. McCAULKY, Chief Q. M.
SUBSTANTIAL
business of settling up the estate of
of the iii ,'iitain was of tho liluck tail
bin brother, who died in that town
specie h, ;,i
wa-RAILROAD TICKETS.
WITH
killed on the upper
FLESH jtwo
weeks Hgo. The late Mr. Redon
liiillinas, i:ne six miles from lleiilali.
Cut Rates.
SANTA FE, N. M.
and good Brains
prongs, aim
The hiii!.
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION

o

THE COMING METROPOLIS
Of the Great

Southwest.

New Mexico

A

City That

OK

Brim Full of Enterprise and

B ank

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

0

Thrift.

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST 25, 1005
0

growing faster In proportion to population and property valuation, (January 1, 1905), than
and manufacturing acany other state or territory In the Union, and the renter of Its commercial, Industrial
tivity is Albuquerque.
Five years ago .when the last census was taken, Albuquerque had a population of 8,649. It now has
Five years from now it will have 40,000. Flve hundred more children are attending the public schools

0

this year than last.

0

New Mexico

TIIK

Fiist National

Is

o

Is

Loans and Discounts,
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

15,-00-

Albuquerque Is a city of substantial realities and It is doubtut if aoy other community at present presents
Addisuch a favorable opportunity for conservative Investment. Beautiful 60 foot residence lots In the Eastern
in
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paying
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by
down,
the
and
$200,
to
$150
$100,
from
bought
today
for
can
Highlands
be
tion on the
company
sold
and
Surety
by
Investment
entirely
the
Is
owned
per
addition
This
only
$1
week.
Installments of
directly by them, eliminating all commissions and such Incidental expenses; they also give an absolute perfect
abstract of title with every deed. The facts are, It Is simply one grand opportunity for a poor man to Invest a
portion of his earnings safe and profitably, and In case of his dbmise we protect his heirs against loss by giving a clear title to the property, without further payments, providing his installments are not delinquent.
Write to or call at the office of the Surety Investment company, 110 South Second street, for a printed
Flour-noy- ,
plat. No trouble to show the property. W. H. Greer, president; Solomon Luna, vice president; M. W.
secretary; D. K. B. Sellers, manager.

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

0

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

0

Cash and Exchange,

63,222.60

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

38,500.09

Deposits,

$1,191,220.39

1,310,015.50

Total,

--

285,030.28

--

200,000.00

.

2,470,928.21

1,663,015.50

Depository of the

-

Total,

$2,955,958.49

A. T. & S. F.

-

-

-

-

$2,955,958.49

Railway System
0

miles. Construction work on the route
being surveyed will start at Mazatlan
In about four months. Another party
of surveyors will pass through here
going south In a few dayB. They will
survey the route from Mazatlan to Te- One Cent Per Word for Each Insertions
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To go from the Pacific to the At.
furniture Is entirely ' work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All office.
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The Creamer
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave Lo.iT A warranty deed from T. S.
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Christian,
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respectfully
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At San Francisco
eastern points.
A number of the officers and
W. H. ANDREWS.
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but it
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spending the past week In the laos are concerned. This morning there
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parts or the worm.
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& Co
druggists.
by
all
Sold
& PACIFIC RAILROAD
recently acting cashier.
and weak people enjoy their cleansing
room
house on
0
Chief Engineer E. A. McFarland of effect, while strong people say they FOR BALE T Highlands;
lots of
High street in
Special sale of fine Bath Robe
Mrs. Quinland. who had been run- the Cananea, Yaqul River & Pacific are. the best liver pillB sold. Sold by
H.
trees, etc; lot, L'xUi; $900. E.
t
Ulankets, Just the thing for your winning a rooming house at Needles, on railroad was in town yesterday,
all druggists.
luinbir & Co.
ter Bath Robe. Choice, $2 each. See
o
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies. Imported 0
Main street, in the Santa Fe cot-- ing returned the previous evening
restaurant, com- window display at the Golden Rule
aad Domestic Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
tages, has rented the Vaughn rooming from the state of Sinaloa. From
See the window display of the Rio FOIl SXEGoo
plete or partly furnished. Cheap, If Dry Goods company.
formerly known as the Wade zatlan Mr. McFarland started au
lagr served. Finest and best Umpoiae4 and Domestic Cigars.
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
:j West Silver
0
sold at oute.
The house has just undergone glneering party surveying the route store, then ask for those S3. GO wa.k-inCOET2 S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
skirts.
a large .amount of repaid and had an-- ' north to Cu.lacan, a distance of 130
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BEFORE

WAR'S

DEADLY WORK

of the Woman
ance I'nlon of
to session at
and the me.
Sunday m;lit.

"Give us a song!" the soldiers cried,

The outer trenches guarding,
When the heated guns of the camps allied
Grew weary of bombarding.

Senator I'lntt Is against Governor HinBins of New
York. His opposition Is a complete clmnne of face, but
is of Itse.f unimportant except that It shows how pitifully
reut politicians are and bow
small some of our
minute their conception of law and decency.
Senator Piatt owns a New York hotel. It stands o
close to a church that, tinder the law, no liquor license
could be granted to the hotel. A hil. found Its way to the
legislature exempting Halt's hot. from the provisions
of that law. It passed a supine state legislature, and
Governor liigglns, being an honest man, vetoed it. And
no l'latt hates his former friend Wiggins and will defeat
him If he can.
"I never asked but one favor of Governor lilggins."
said Senator l'latt recently. 'That was that he approve
the bill which was passed by the legislature for this
liotel. I asked ll thoughtful! and prayerfully. He vetoed
It."
The boss Is not content to be a citizen. Himself a
law maker, and supposedly possessing a keen sense of
the eternal fitness of things, he would have one law for
a money grabbing boss and another for the people. The
dirty dollar counts more than friendship, honor and principle.
Mr. riatt may be ab'.e to put Governor Higgins out
r politics, for l'latt is still a boss. He may even be
able to hang nn to his senatorial scat for a few more
years. Hut If he lives until his years equal those of
Methuselah he will never be able to convinnce the people that he Is a representative American, or anything but
a narrow, conscienceless boss with mind, body and soul
working for his own pocket all the time.
of the great state of New York object to
, The people
New Mexico's becoming a state on the ground that she
would have two senators, as many as the great state Itself. One thing is certain New Mexico could never send
to congress two such
senators as the two who now represent New
York. They are par excellent in that line.
money-grabbin-

deleure

'
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until

president of
go Wilson,
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tor tin Meadow City
iter.!'
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from
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Mrs Ada M iey. (li legate to the
( '; en C'liinty,
was
convention
n tin morning train
also u pTssem
to Las Vcrus.
!i.
owner of a large
.
.Mrs. Jicr.i y
,1. Ni w Mexico, and
stock ranch ai
her pui pos'" n: in r(, invention will be
to further the v 1, if the union in
' ri atment to the
the cause of i,,
hoise. At tie
ni li aome M rs. Mor- ley lives close
the horse, with the
freedom of tin lar.ue. and she under
stands them liinroiighly well. She is
epposed to the cluck rein and the
owners of Jei f il lip horses of Ias
n to their rigs durVegas may ri
ing her preset)"' in the city and find
their animals with their necks at
rest.
Mrs. Dordcn takes great Interest in
temperance work and ;'u attempt will
be made during the convention to
league.
form a territorial
Mrs. Wilson's special work Is to secure a franchise for the woman, and
she attends the convention as a specof tho Woman's
ial representative
club of Albuquerque.
i

i

There was a pause, A guardsman said,
"We storm the forts tomorrow;
Sing while we may, another clay
Will bring enough of sorrow."
They lay along the battery's side,
llelow the smoking cannon;
Ilrave hearts, from Severn ami from Clyde
And from the banks of Shannon.
not of fame;
glory;
different name,
Laurie."

after voice caught up the song
Until its tender passion
Hose like an anthem, rich and strong
Their 1attle-evconfession.

'

anti-saloo- n

Voice

e

Dear girl, her name he dared not speak,
Hut as the song grew louder,
Something upon the soldier's cheek
Washed off the stains of powder.

MINING

g

people,
Women of Irondale, lllinoH a town
are raising a popular Mibscrip'tn to depot", the town's
ooiy idle nnn. They propose ti. sen !:;m ins', as fir as
the money they collect will pay fare, and there will be no
return ticket. All ran vv'.sh fiiat their fund may grow
become infecaoi s.
enormously, and their .Rood
An idle ma a is a poisonous sore ;hat pollutes a wH !e
community, whoi.Vr inherited wealth puis him into 'he
class of society moths or Inherited laziness puts him into
the ranks of weary willies; for idleness maintained in respectability and ease Is more infectious than plague and
more disastrous to the real elements of a town's progress. A plague kills people; they are buried out of sikht
and out of the way; the furvlvingo on at their accus
tomed occupations. But loafing worse than kills its immediate victim. U leaves a wrecked and rotting manhood as a stench and pollution upon all the moral atmos-pherof its vicinity. It atrophies aspiration, energy and
effort in all men, and it palsies the aggressive spirit of
youth that alone can give wings to hope and strength to
the arm of achievement.
Yes, a loafer is worse than a leper more of a burden to himself and to those on whom he Is dependent
and more of a menace to the thrift, progress and real
health of those who come in daily contact with him. He
ia a nuisance, a source of industrial pollution, a seed of
moral pestilence. He ought to be driven out of any town.
He ought to be forced off the face of the earth.

For a singer dumb and gory;
An English Mary mourns for him

Who sang for "Annie Laurie."

pu-po-

S.eep, soldiers! still in honest rest
Y'our truth and valor wearing,
The bravest are the tenderest
The loving are the daring.

RUSSIANS

DESPERADO HEROE

e

make-believ-

The Duraugo Democrat recently said: "Albuquerque
has nearly 15,0(iu people and her resources are a railroad,
lizards, horned toads, sage brnsh, cactus, rands and
winds to carry them. Purai.go has 6,000 people and resources matchless in diversity and magnitude and value.
Hut Albuquerque has a combination of brains and energy
that will not brook defeat." The compliment to the people of Albuquerque is well deserved and pleasantly given; but It is plainly to be seen that the editor of the
Democrat needs to be further instructed. Here would
be jjood use for some of those documents such as the
Commercial Club formerly dUiributed.

FINED

RECEIVED

PICTURES

e

Some bay's at Moneasen, Pennsylvania, were presenting a version of that weird melodrama, "Tracey, the Outlaw,? when a "gun that wasn't loaded" got in its too real-Istleffect, and the boy who was playing sheriff is dying.
It Is a common and always possible result of such
plays. Emotions that feed on the sensations of violence
and death are apt often to slip beyond the border line bee
tween
and reality. As in the case of the
boys throwing apples at the deacon's head to see which
could "come nearest without hitting," there is pretty
sure to be a hit now and then not to be catalogued as
pure accident.
Nor is the occasional wounding and killing the worst
result of desperado plays. There is a far worse result,
and It is not occasional, not in the least accidental, but
inevitable. That is the brutalizing of the minds and
hearts of the boys who take part in it. Familiarity with
the debasing allureemtns of outlawry and crime Is the
most dangerous thing that boys can cultivate. Better almost that a boy should be shot in the outlaw play than
that he should have stamped upon him'by it the impression that romance and heroism lie along that line.
So long as in the theaters we accept notoriously bad
men as heroes we must expect boys not only to do the
same, but to pattern after that sort of heroism. The
career that a boy regards as heroic and romantic and imitates at play is the career that most profoundly influences his whole after life. The youthful Napoleon playing with his wooden soldiers was developing the qualities
of a great general not more surely than is the boy who
plays at being a bandit training within himself the Instincts and characteristics of crime.

Most young men come here for
cleitlus. Many of them could not
be induced to go elsewhere. I take
gnat pains In having my young
men's clothes

Just Right
The young man wants all the late
style kinks, and gets them all when
he comes h"re. The longer coat,
wider colla and laye-ls- ,
and the
loose trousers
a e some of the
fed tun s the yotni; gentleman will
want In evidence in his fall suit.
Young Men's
Double

Young Men's.

FOR

AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

1mTmandell
The Clothier and Furnisher.

a

DRUNKS
TOMARY
FIVE

STREETS

Bottled In Bond.

semi-darknes- s

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.
KEEPJOUR

MELINI & EAKIN

XXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOODCXDOOOO
O. DINSDALE

all kinds and
LOW
PRICES
SPECIAL
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

LIVER
STABLE

CXXOCOCXXXXXXXX)CXXXXX3CX)

coocoexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxooo

HOUSE

O. F. PL ATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Lafin
dles' and gentlemen's
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'phone, 675.

C)OCXXXXXXXOOC)CXXXX)OCX)00

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style,
denning steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Thlid street and Gold ave- nue, in the car.
SPRINGS

JEMEZ HOT

the United

Carries

I

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

FURNITURE,
IRON

BEDDING,

BEDS,

ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

STAGE LINE

BORRADA1LE & CO.

States mail;

only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;

Albuquerque, New Mexico

117 Gold Avenue,

Time, Labor

and Money

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of tabor means ease. The
saving of money means eeenomy. All
these savings can beet be attained by
Installing a

PENINSULAR RANGE

STRONG'S SONS
Automatic,

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirany other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

147

d

Prices In Plain Figures $3Q and Up

AtEIKs'OperaHouse

know all.

.

1

Schilling's

s

1

OCTOBER

JOHN F. STOWE'S

Production

Scenic

Big

THE McBRAIN

th

. . .

Rm

HO

TALENTED

ARTISTS

Sale Cheap, at

ROSEN FIELD, ihe Pawnbroker
"THE

118 RAILROAD

OF

:()

ai-k-

CAN TRUST"

Establishment

In

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

AVENUE

iO

000000000e0

G?nral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

SPECIAL

at Matson's Tuesday,
October 17.

DAY
DEMONSTRATION
VELOX
AT OUR STORE FRIDAY, OCTOBER
13TH, FROM 2 P. M. TO 6 P. M.
YOU ARE
INVITED TO BRING
SOME OF YOUR VELOX PRINTS
WITH YOU. HOUSTON, 118 GOLD
AVENUE.
o
ook
Pon't watt for an explosion
with gas the humane way.

g

YOU

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

SCEN ER Yjn d EFFECTS
Seats on sale

Pawn-Brokin-

MAN

O0Ot00OOOC

BANDjnd ORCHESTRA
LOAD

ooxo.

Unredeemed Tailor- Nice Line
Made and High Price Overcoats, for

PROF. EO. HAYWORTHS
Celebrated
CAR

205 Geld Ave.

A

The Largest

"Bar

CO.,

FURNITURE

ooooooeoejceoo

Ills

Ten

taken at a fslr valuation.

Old stoves

,

d

"

J. KORBER & CO.
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The enclosed is sufficient proof
have sent the servant away and gone you.
Mark ley That's not my fault.
to mother's. I'ntil you give me a proper explanation 1
Burroughs No, it's the fault ef
shall not return. You 'old me your typewriter was a
some of your friends; they told me
man.
Does
Hearted
wear
Your
man
ribbons?
liinkcn
a
Ilayard Tuylor, one of whose poems appears in the
you had more money than brains.
adjoining column, was poet, traveler, editor and diplo- Wife.
Philadelphia Ledger.
well
was
receipted
bill
from
The "enclosed''
a
a
mat. He was born in Pennsylvania January 11, S 2 r and
dealer in stationery and was drawn thus:
"Johnny," said the teacher, "what
died in Merlin op December 19, 1S78. Of Ilayard Taylor's known
To one ribbon for typewriter
is tne yellow peril?"
fl.no.
active life it is impossible to give an adequate idea in
Mr. Iti lfuzz bad dropped it that morning as he liur- "It's a kind of wasp," said Johnny,
a brief sketch. His first poems were published when be
win, h:id just returned from the coun
i'd out of the houfe lo catch his train.
was sixteen. He traveled afoot over Kurope in IS4 4V.
try. "But on the farm they don't call
and in 1S4! was Becking gold in California. "His life King of
em 'yellow peril.' They say 'yellow
Penguins.
the
was a series of long travelings and trips abroad, letters
jacket.
Detroit Free Press.
The "emperor" penguin, one of the discoveries ot
ami other contributions to the jross and innumerable lecture tours." At the time of his death he was L'nited Captain Scott's recent Antartic expedition, was the subject of an interesting illustrated lecture bv lr. Wilson
States minister to Germany.
before the recent ornithological congress in London. The
Is there anything better than
The girl students ef the New Mexico Agricultural col- bird standst about four fed high, weighs eighty pounds or trai.lt? between
friends?
lege met In McFle hall to discuss the proposition- - form- more, and with its black coat and erect posture has.
ing an organization similar to the Y. M. C. A. recently or- when seen at a distance, a truly startling resemblance
Best makes
ganized by the boys. There were several differences of to a dwarfmau. These "emperors" of the penguin world
opinion as to the nature of the organization to be per- live upon the great girdle of pack ice which surrounds friends and trade.
,
fected, some favoring a Y. W. C. A., others an auxiliary the antarctic continent, and seem to depend mainly for
on
caught
In
crustaceans
food
the
their
crcaees
of
the
Your grocer's; moneyback,
lo the present boy's organization, and others an Independent body with a constitution and
of its own. Ice. The female lays a solitary egg, which Is caught on
It
never touches the ice, and
Other meetings will be held to thoroughly talk over the the great web feet, so that
"Had dyspepsia or indigestion for
matter, and whatever the nature of the organization it Is held there covred with the mother's body until batch- years. No appetite, and what did eat
Fugitive.
ing
occurs.
will be decidedly beneficial in its effects.
terribly.
Burdock's
distressed
tu.in.l Ititt, is cured me." J. H. Wal
An exchange ays that a large firm abroad has In- A Terrible Tragedy.
ker, Sunbury ( ihii.
A cry of horror burst from the vast assemblage.
vested heavily In hoopsklrts, which they ure urging upwas lucky" papa bought a
on the market under the name of "circlets." No woman
Thousands of willing hands would have averted the gas"Mother
range.
of sense can desire the return of this embodiment 'if catastrophe if possible, but e verybody realized that nothIVES, THE FLORIST.
idiocy, but many of them fear that the other women may ing could be done.
Strong nie'ii groaned iu anguish, m,d fair women look-eadopt it, and tin y will thus be compelled to do so.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
on with pale cheeks and glistening eyes.
wlndirwdlsplay of the Rio
Sie
the
An article in this Issue em the developni'Mii of dryWhat bad happened?
Vo,.W n
Mills at the Olol.e
Orande
Was it a horrible accident?
land seed, is commended to the attention of ail ivadcrs
store, thtn . for those $3.50 walkagricultural,
h.irr
in
'cult
Worse
:tr
the
than that!
of The Citien Interested
ing skirts.
h, far worse!
al and florlcultural development of New Mexico. The
Citlzou want ads get the business.
The man at the bat had struck out, leaving three men
article Originally appeared in the Denver News, but l is
somewhat abrbU?d In this ifsue. Such srel should bo on bases, and the home team had lost the game. Chicago Try one.
Tribune.
used in conjiKt'oii with tho Campbell hvrtem of culture.
GOETZ'S PICAULLI AT MALOY'8
I

...

We have them in

''What are the things that touch us
most as we look back throug'n the Colo. Phone. 75.
years?" asked a lecturer, impressively.
There was a moment's pause, and
then a small boy in the audience answered:
Chicago Journal.
"Our clothes!'
Burroughs Won't let me have a
cent, eh? Well, I've been deceived in THURSDAY,

lows:

'

prices.

O. W.

Another Divorce Scandal.
When Mr. Billfuzz reached home from the city the
other evening lie was astonished to find the house deserted. On the dining room table was a note in his wife's
handwriting.
Eagerly tearing it open he read as fol-

,

Automatic Phone, 199.

AMBULANCE

SOME OTHERWISE

':

Horse Blankets and Lap Robes

M.

suppose that' even in this dull
Dealers In
army post life there were limitations
r.PNFRAI MERCHANDISE.
to your privileges.
Cigars and Tobacco, and
She Oh, my, yes; we could hardly Groceries,
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
ever drink more than a quart apiece 300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
at a time! Cleveland World-News- .
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
"We all have our burdens to bear."
remarked the minister. "Life at best
Is but a seiies of trials."
"I don't mind the trials, parson,"
said Senator Smoothguy, "It's the con- For Moving the Sick or Injured.
victions that hurt." Philadelphia
Prompt Seilve Day or Night
He

at

Wretch,

Cold Weather Means

Sole Agents.
V.

HORSE COMFORTABLE!

rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
IN THE BEST OF HUMOR.
particulars, address W. L. Trimbie &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, Ijf. M., or J.
running
Itlinkj
"Was
arrested for
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
off with Jinks' wife?"
"No; his family proved that he was
a kleptomaniac."
Life.
M. DRAG0IE

SOME STORIES WISE

of your perfidy!

114 West Copper Avenue.

HIGHLAND

i

d

AND

DAYS ON THE
CATCHER GETS

ped-t'.'tr-

9

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

CUS-

Because he failed to comply with
s
the city ordinance which requires
to pay a license, Solon Eldred,
v. ho has been canvassing
the city in
ihe interest of a foreign wholesale
house, was arrested thl morning and
taken before Police Judge Crawford,
where he was fined $15. Eldred seemed indignant when told he would have
to pay the fine, hut when the ordinance was read to him, he paid up and
was discharged.
The police are strictly "enforcing
the provisions of the ordinance requiring peddlors to pay a license, as it
is the oniy way In which the leical
If it
merchants can be protected.
were not for the ordinance, the city
would be overrun with peddlers and
imposters underselling the local mer' e
chants,
Col. Ward, city poundmaster, yesterday completed a small shed at the
rear of the city building which will
be used as a shed for all stray dogs
upon which no license has been paid.
A wagon was put on the streets today in charge of several dog catchers who will commence war on the
canine world. "'

h

ft

DOG

GET THE

i

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. O.
WHISK E V

Albtquerque,

BUSY.

o'clock, the program announced, there would
display of stereeiptieon pictures of the
for the electric arc
the
lamps are not too numerous and too much light would
have spoiled the effect of the pictures stood a crowd of
4,000 or 5,000 Russians. No circumstances could be more
favorable for the free display of whatever feeling swayed
the crowd. A lecturer with stentorian voice explained
each picture as It was thrown upon the sk'reen. The
crbwd appiawledi freely, 'and was as OTteti silent. Tne
first picture shown was'the most popular. It was the
portrait of Admiral Makaroff, who lost his life when his
flagship was blown up at the very beginning of the war.
He was instantly recognized and loudly cheered. There
was considerable cheering for Verestchagin, the painter,
who perished with Makaroff. When the portrait of Line-vitcmurmer
was shown there was a faint,
of applause. It was followed by the portrait of General
Kuropatkin. There was not a single cheer. A boy near
me whistled. But no other sound broke the silence. The
crowd looked at their, general with ley stillness. The
hero of so many masterly retreats excited no enthusiasm, .evoked no gratitude. Then followed some pictures
of incidents of the war which were followed with keen
Interest, but which elicited little remark. The lecturer
made one observation, in the course of his explanations,
pathos ef its own.
which possessed a certain traglc-coml- s
After describing the heroism of the Russian soldiers,
which, indeed, cannot be too hlghiy praised, he assured
his hearers that "if the Japanese had not been in such a
hurry to make peace General Llnevltch and his men
would have given them a tremendous thrashing." The
crowd received this gloss upon the peace negotiations
with stolid indifference. Possibly this may come to be
accepted as the popular legend. It is near enough the
belief of many well informed persons to have a chance of
general currency. W. T. Stead, In the Review of
About

The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

DliTKICT

PEDDLING

THREE

OF THE WAR

N
be an open-ai- r
war.
Here in

$7,50 to $20,00
jg gQfj) $20.00

The young man that h"as never
been "here for clothes will do well
to come.

WITHOUT A LICENSE
HOW

ILL!

Trl-Bul-

An Irish Nora's eyes are dim

1

ti

ACTIVE IN

Howard Paschal, manager for the
Trl Bullion Mining company, owners
of the Kelly mine In the Magdalena
district, passed through the city this
morning en route east. Mr. Paschal
was accompanied by ten Chicago ami
Pittsburg stockholders ef the
llon company, who had been inspecting the Kelly property.
Mr. Paschal says that things in the
Kelly district are very active. The
Kelly and Graphic properties are undergoing extensive improvements. A
1700 foot tunnel is being run on the
Graphic and a 1,000 foot shaft is beNew power
ing sunk on the Kelly.
plants are being installed at both
workings. New diggings on the Graphic property has revealed some valuable copper ore bodies.

And once again a fire of hen
Halned on the Russian quarters,
With scream of shot and burst of shell,
And bellowing of the mortars!

of 5,000

IS

MAGDALtNA

Beyond the darkening ocean binned
The bloody sunset's embers,
While the Crimean valleys learned
How English love remembers.

idle: man

1

12, 1905.
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I

t

They sang of love and
Forgot was Hritain's
Kaeh heart recalled a
Hut all sang "Annie

Young Men's
Suits

i

convention, b
thU morrin;;

The dark Kednn, in silent scoff.
Lay, grim and threatening under;
And the tawny mound of the Malakoff
No longer belched Its thunder.

d
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AT LAS VEGAS

annual convention
Temper'liri-- i lan
M''veo will K In-

The elghte.i.li

By Bayard Taylor

W. T. McCREIGHT
Business Manager

SEN A.TOEII AL BOSS

THE.

CONGRtliAllVG

SONG OF THE SOLDIERS

tliDiititl Oauy and Weekly

President

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

WHITE RIBBONED ARE

CITIZEN

The Citizen Publishing Company

w. 8. 8TRICKLER

CITIZEN.
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ALliUQUKKOUK,

PACE FOUR.
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Both Phones

Third and Marquette

The St. Elmo

F,Rast
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Wlnes.Brandles.Etc,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

120 West Rallroai
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SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS
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Bodies Will Continue
Through Next Week.
PREPARING

they remained In the city
to play off the tie between them and
the Clifton, Arizona, team.
for
Mr- Edmonds played "hort
,he Ulues and wlun thf team dbband-- .
eu he was asked to put his name to
some kind of a Btatement which had
reference to the treatment, the Ulues
reC(,lVed on the Sunday mentioned,
,
..........
1. . . ., - .1
v.!;i !,e lined as evMttice i the bill,
which will be presented to the fair
Ion, is not paid and the matter
goes into the courts. Several witness's can testify that President
Greer said on the corner of Second
street and Railroad avenue that the
expenses of each team taking part in
M e
played on the Sunday men- tinned would be paid out of the pate
,, th
3
d
th 1rs y
cl!Uon u.anls
rccove 50 ,M.r
r,.m f ,hr
rerpl , am,
th,
M
E.lniontl- - savs that Col. Twitchell
thinks that he has Rood grounds for a
case against the lair association. Why
this lull has not been presented Mr.
Edmonds said that he did not know.
The Citizen cannot believe that Col.
Twitchell would sanction such a bill
against the fair association, after
knowing how badly the Blues conducted themselves on the diamond field
that Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Edmonds has severed his conVegas base ball
nection with the
association and is now on his way to
Ei Paso, accompanied by his mother.
He says that he, .would like to return
to Alouq'ieique In the spring and play
ball. Mi'. Edmonds was handed a !ox
of cigars today by Leon Hertzog, the
prize offered by Mr. Hertzog for the
infielder having the most assists at
the territorial fair base ball tournament.
The Sunday

CltniVnnC IICIIC
jIIKIIiCKJ
IiLKL

nf

will be held n Al- Saturday.
There will be

)

,,,,

buquerque
no parade this year, as has formerly
been the custom, tins being abandon- .
w ..i"6
promises to be one of the most sucever
in
held
the territory.
cessful
from all
There will be candidates
over the territory, while visitors are
expected from Colorado, Texas and
Arizona.
On Monday will follow the annual
convocation of the New Mexico Grand
Lodge, followed by the meeting of the
Grand Chapter and the Grand
These meetings will occupy all of next week. The annual gathering of the Eastern Star will follow
the meeting of the Masonic bodies.
The railroads have made a special
rate of one and one-fiftfare from
all points in New Mexico and this asa
very large attendance.
sures
The officers of the New Mexico
Lodge
are as follows:
Grand
George W. Ward, grand master.
James G. Fitch, deputy grand master.
A LEADING ATTRACTION
A. N. Pratt, senior grand warden.
W .B. Dame, Junior grand warden.
Considerable interest Is attached to
A. J. Maloy, grand treasurer.
the forthcoming production of Stowe's
A A. Keen, grand secretary
grand scenic production of "Ten
Nights in a Barroom." at Elks' opera
NEBRASKA FOOTBALL STAR
house house next Thursday, October
WILL COACH ELEVEN 19. So wide is Its fame that It Is certain theater goers generally will lie Interested in the engagement. Critics
AMERICAN
LUMBER
COMPANY and public unite In paying that the
ORGANIZE
TEAM play outranks many another in severEMPLOYES
THAT EXPECTS TO CLEAN UP al striking characteristics.
Mr. Alvin
EVERYTHING IN SIGHT.
Wyckoff as "Joe Morgan," enjoyed by
The employes of the American Lum- all and hein is pronounced by all to be
best
his line. Little Hazel Is
ber company have organized a foot- the queen
of all chiid actresses; she
ball team. Formal organization was the
bright and beautiful. Stowe's grand
effected yesterday by the election of Is
Symphony orchestra, under the direcli. W. Maffett captain and M. Hellen-koette- r tion
of Mr. Raymond Hadley, Is sumanager. Howard I). Cogwill,
perb, playing many classical selecformerly ik star on the University of tions.
The noonday concert is of the
Nebraska eleven, will ooach the team
given by Stowe's Military
and it is safe to say that it will be a very best
band. To miss this. Is to miss a grand
strong one.
Cogwill played tinder Coach Booth, treat. Seats now on sale at O. A. Mat-so& Co.'s.
who has had charge of the Cornhusk-e- r
eleven for the past few years, and
he will follow the style fit Booth In ASK TH4T TEMPORARY
training the eleven.
INJUNCTION BE DISSOLVED
The team will play all comers in
the territory and some good sport Is
looked for before the season closes.
COUNSEL FOR ARMIJO FILES ANSWER, AND ARGUMENTS BEGAN
LATE THIS AFTERNOON NO DENEW MEXICANS RETURN FROM
CISION IN TAX PAYERS' SUIT.
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ODD FELLOWS SOVEREIGN

LODGE

At 3:30 o'clock this afternoon

ar-

tomary for the local communities to
bear the expenses of the secretary
while in the convention city.
He urges that the program of entertainment for the guests, with the
hours fixed, bo given to him In Its
WOOL
METAl
0C
- MONEY
final form without d'elav.
The congress program Is neailng completion,
and he wishes to have all necessary
information at hand wit'nout delay.
Closing quotations Received by Levy
Dos., Correspondent for lxgan
A; Bryan.
ANOTHER ASSAULT CASE
Barnett Building.

THE

TAKES LP COURT'S TIME

MOST OF TODAY SPENT HEARING
THE CASE OF THE TERRITORY Atehismi.
VS. H. J. FARMER. CHARGED Baltimore & Ohio
WITH DEADLY ASSAULT.
Breoklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
The time of the district court is Colorado Fuel & Iron
still being taken up in hearing as Colorado Southern,
second
sault cases, of which there has been Chicago, Great Western,
com...
few convictions at this term. Today
c 0
the court heard the case of the terri- Erie, common
tory vs. H. J. Farmer, a carpenter, Ixmisville &
Nashville
charged with deadly assault upon Missouri Pacific
Homer L. Stltzer. one day last June.
Metropolitan
It seems that Farmer was employed Mexican
in building a house for Stitzer, who New YorkCentral
Central
was not satisfied with the work. When Norfolk
Stltzer told Farmer about It a fight Heading, common

resulted. Farmer struck Stltzer with
a rip saw, inflicting a slight Injury.
The grand Jury returned an Indictment
against Farmer, charging him with
deadly assault.
Attorneys Summers Burkhart
and
Frank Moore are, conducting the defense. The case was eiven to the
jury late this afternoon.
Draylington Acquitted.
E. L. T. Draylington, who was tried
yesterday on the charge of picking
the pockets of Pedro Contreras, was
not found guilty by the Jury, which returned a verdict late In the afternoon.
This case was the only criminal ousl-nes- s
before the court yesterday. Attorney W. C. Heacock conducted the
defense.

d

18-2-

111.

The sovereign lodge was attended
representing more than a million and a half of
people, and the meeting accomplished much business, but nothing of a
sensational order. A resolution was
offered before the lodge for the exemption of saioon keepers but It was
voted down.
Mr. Vann says that the east Is prosperous but he saw no place during his
absence that pleased him better than
The Duke City
by about 50,000 delegates,

EDWARD HOLMES SICKLES
A WONDERFUL

MUSICIAN

cr

ie-;,-

i

SHORT STOP EDMONDS SAVS LAS
VEGAS WILL ATTEMPT TO COLLECT EXPENSES FOR SUNDAY.
If what I). I). Edmonds says Is true,
Col. It. K. Twitchell, of l.a.s Vegas, has
something up bis s ci ve for the
Twenty-fiftTerritorial Fair assocla- tion. and the association may find still
another bill to add to the already
large deficit.
The amount, accord- ing to Mr. Edmonds, will be some- thing more than $lu0 and is for the
expenses of the
Yegastbad team

i'i

06.
48
151
103

Outing Flannel Night Gowns, at
Reduced Prices for This Sale

15
24
118
jj5

EXECUTIVE

T

OFFICER

MINING CONGRESS
EL PASO.

1

congress, says the Herald,
In a letter to the local committee,
Mr. Callbreath says that the executive
board at Denver suggests that lie
come to El 1'aso at once, but that be
decs not believe an immediate visit
will be necessary.
Mr. Callbreath refers to the fact
that In other cities it has been cus-- J
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Each
Each
Each
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104

214

for

31

624
93
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closing quotations today:
Atchison, common
Atchison, pfd
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
Union Pac ific, common
Union

Pacific,

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

50c
65c

Women's Long Outing Flannel Kimonas
in Plain and Fancy at
Sl.50to$2.25 Each
FOR CHILDREN A fine line of Outing Flannel Night
uowna ana unaer OKirts

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

Arizona, railroad man, has left that
town and some ugly tales have been in
circulation alout him since he left.
Not ouly that, but the sheriffs office
has tried to locate him, but the trouble is now settled and Locke is safe.
The warrant against young Locke
was sworn out by the manager of the
Alhambra hotel at Mesa. When Locke
loft he gave the hotel an order on the
Wells-FargExpress company for the
salary due him to guarantee his board
bill but when the order was presented
it was stated there was nothing due
him. It was shortly after this that the
warrant was issued but it was never
served.
The import got into circulation that
Locke was wanted for raising a Wells-Fargmoney order from $5o to $35o.
At the Wells-Fargoilice a representative of the Phoenix Gazette was In- 101 men mat notning ot the kind was
true. lu tact the
orders
are goo, for only $30. Later a call
was made at the home of the young
nian s widowed mother where his wife
is also stopping. They freely Kav. a
account of the whole atfair.
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Vells-Kaig-

NINETEEN THOUSAND ACRES
SIGNED IN ONE DAY
Notary C. A. Tliumption holds tlx'
record for the largest Bing.e simiaiure
for t he KlcpliHiie Hutte proposition,
namely V.i.Otiy
acres In one day,
a writer from Berino. X. M. This
included the Dona Ana county hold- i!ls under tax title. This land. If all
P"('s
'e". represents near IMij.oimi
payment to the government.
It will
bring at least $1.imiii,imiii into the coun- ' treasury upon being sold to Het- -

.or the Fall
and Winter wison, new de-

sign

steady and unchanged,
Spelter.

12.

WHAT THE KIDNEYS

Spelter,

We

Carpets Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at price that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

Special Prices
On the Following

Unceasing WorK Keep
Ua
strong and Healthy.
All the blood in the body Dassea
through the kidneys once every three
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood.
They work night and day. When
healthy they remove about 500 grains
of impure matter dally;
when unhealthy, some part of this impure
matter is left in the blood. This
brings on many diseases and .symp-tom- e
pain in the back, headache,
nervousness,' hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout, gtavel, disorder of the eyesight and hearing, dizziness, irregular
heart. lel,llitv rtrnwsl
posits in the urine, etc. But if you
keep the filters right you will have
ao trouble with your kidneys,
Nazario Alarld, of Cerrilloj Road,
Santa Fe, N. 11., savs: "I was con-ful- l
tinuailv bnvlnir medicine for mv kM.
neys. None of the medicine I used
had the slightest effect on my kidneys
or backache, at least I was unable to
notice any. When an attack of back-- i
ache reached the virulent stage I wasi
compelled to stop work for an hour
until the spasm disappeared. When
suffering from an attack I got Doan's
Kidney Pills. The remedy soon benefited me In every way and removed
every symptom of kidney complaint.
I heartily
rcaommend Doan's Kidney
Pills."
I'lenty more proof like this from
Albuqueique people. Call at the
pharmacy and ask what their
customers report.
Kor sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllburCo.. liuffalo, N.
Y.. sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
take no other.
54

Plans to Get Rich
downs, due to dyspepsia or constipation, lirace up and take Dr. King's
New Life Pills, They take out the
materials that are clogging your energies, and give you a new start. Cure
headache and dizziness, too. At all
drus stores; 25c, guatanteed.
Subscribe for The Cltueo and gel
are often frustrated by sudden break- - tne news.

Fine Stationery
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

1

0

Raad Aygnge

Electric & Construction Coi

Southwestern

Electrical Pumping Plants

1657s

Ot Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-WheelDynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated"
"Qyrofans."
See them
In European. Hotel Res-

er

JTea and Coffee Co.

taurant.

West Silver Ave.,

Complete Stock

0

305

THE DUKE CITY

We give ticket for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractor' Association.
216 SOUTH SECOND 8T.

e

Teas, Coffees, Extract

Spices and Baking Powders.

murrmR and troom

We handle our own brands
of Butter and can Riiaran-te- e
the freshness and good
quality.
All
our blgliest
Krade of goods bear our own
label and are guaranteed by
us.
Colo. Phono Black TB

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room 18. N. T. Armijo Building.

i

m

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior service?

fa

The only long distance transmitter
and teceivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

S. T. VANN, O. D.
Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of !
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for Door sight.
headache and nervous strain
Ollicti Room 9. Whltlne block. Ap- polutuienta
made at Vann's drug
store.
President

.

v

-.

rates.

rftS

V

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladde

your heart and warm your hoaa
when Its cold. Fill your bin for
next winter now and avoid the n
LOOK

0.

YY.

Strong's Sons

STRONG

I

il

I

It

sv'..V.7

American Block coal, the best Oalls
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard eomt
WOOD
3.00 full load;
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.

BLOCK.

Factory wood,

Superintendents
Falrview
Sauta Barbara Cemeteries.

Gre

Eureka Whit Llm. '
HAHN'8 COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 418.
Colo. Phone,

UNDERTAKERS

4&

and

MONUMENTS.

Second St., Doth Phones.

201 211 X.

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Albert Faber,

25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10 JO

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.

A

0

Our price are the lowest

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

DO.

0

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

$9
.. .$6.75
$8
25c
China, at 20

Decorated Havlland
per cent discount.
75o Qliu Berry Set
35c Glass Water Pitcher.,
,$1.75 Decorated Lamp
$4.50 Decorated Lamp
$1 Steam Cereal Cooker
50c 8team Egg Poacher
$12.50 Buggy Harness

0

And also a full line of

$12 Refrigerator
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Set
40c China Salad Bowl

118

Their

In

0

!,104

52c;
28c;

Oct.

We
are showint

4814
144
68V4
9t, l
161
833k
37

Provision.

St. Louis, Mo.,
firm, at $5.90.

2wk
)ii

86

Amalgamated Copper
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

-

0

.105

pfd

OF
THE
IS TO BE IN

J. F. Callbreath, secretary of the
Aim rican Mining congress, will probably be in El Paso in the near future,
to consult with the local committees
regarding final preparations for the

Women's Outing Night Gowns, full size, in good
quality of Outing Flannel for
65c
.
.
.
Women's Plain White Outing Gowns, made of best
Outing, extra full and long, on sale at
SI. 00
Women's 6uting Night Gowns in plain Pink and
Blue, best quality Outing, priced for this sale at SI. 15
Women s Short Outmg JCn
Women's Outing Flannel
Flannel Petticoats for
Long Underskirts for
Women's Outing Flannel Kimonas and ' Dressing Sacques

120

Wisconsin Central, common
Wisconsin Central, pfd
Western Union
O. & W
Greene Copper

- Kimonas

t

Chamberlain and Make, the celebrated rock drillers, who raptured a
first prize In the contest for the International Miners' association trophy
in 1903, will contest in El Paso during ,the mining congress, November
14 to 18.
The world's championship is claimed by Chamberlain, who has lately
been In Sonora, Mexico. Make baa
been in Denver recency. The two will
renresent the San Pedro camp, of

s

Night GowDs - Under Skirt3 - Dressipg Sacques

421.

e

sa-v-

OUTING FLANNEL GARMENTS

45

,

a

ADDED TO FAIR DEFICIT

V

71

170"..'

s,

Am-arill-

$100 MORE MAY BE

03i
112

Mexico.
Chicago.
Oct. 12. Closing quotaIf the team Is successful, the trophy tions today:
will be lifted by the San Pedro camp,
Wheat Oct., 8414c; Sept,, 86Hc.
which has already secured a good
Corn Oct,
44 ft
Dec.
grip on the cup by landing two firsts. 4uc.
f,,
Chamberlain was a
Oats Oct.,
of the
Dec, 2834c.
fitroup and the county. commissioners, winning team on bothmember
Pork Oct., $15.65; Jan.; $12.47.
occasions.
asking that all these defendants
The two men are Just beginning
Laid Oct.. $7.20; Jan.," $6.h7.
be restrained from taking any fur meir course or training, under
Ribs Oct., $7.85; Jan.,' $0.85.
the
ther steps towards securing posses- direction of P. M. Stewart. The week
sion of the county offices In dispute.
before the contest will be devoted to
Chicago Live Stock..
Attorney Nelll B. Field opened the strenuous preparation for what they
Chicago, Oct. 12. Cattle Receipts,
argument by filing an answer to tne hope will be their last struggle
10,000; market strong; beevee,' $3.65
for the 5.35;
injunction and which asks that the trophy.
cows and heifers, $X.254.60;
temporary writ against the defendstockers and feeders, $2.254.15; Tex-anants be dissolved. It is expected that ANGORA GOAT BREEDERS
$3.25
4.50;
westerns, $3,250
,
the hearing will be finished late this
.
ELECT NEW MEXICAN 4.75.
evening.
Kansas City, Oct. 12. The directors
Sheep Receipts, 30,000; market Is
The statement made In The Citizen" of the Angora Goat Breeders' associa- strong;
sheep, $3.50(g5.25;
lambs.
last evening to the effect that a tion hete today elected N. A. Gwyn, ot $4.257.45.
temporary Injunction had been grant- Iwrence, Kansas, president, and I).
ed against the board of county com- C. Taylor of Lake Valley, New MexNew York Money Market.
New York, Oct. 12. Money on call,
missioners to prevent them borrowing ico, vice president.
firm, at 6V4?TG per cent; prime, mermoney to carry on the court, was an
error, the Injunction against the acts YOUNG RAILROAD MAN
cantile paper, 5H per cent. Bar silver, 61 Sic
of the county commissioners yesterWAS IN SERIOUS TROUBLE
day morning becoming confused with
St. Louis Wool.
the application for the first injunction.
St. I.ouis, Mo., Oct. 12. Wool
There has been no decision in the tax STORY OF MOTHER AND BrflDE,
steady and unchanged.
payers' suit.
HOWEVER, WOULD SEEM TO
CLEAR HIM OF WRONG DOING.
Lead1 and Copper.
RAILROAD ANNUAL MEETING
'ew York, Oct. 12. Lead and
Sherman Locke, a young Phoenix,

STOCKHOLDERS AND DIRECTORS
PECOS
OF
VALLEY &
THE
HUNDRDEDS ATTEND PIANO RENORTHEASTERN ' ELECT OFFICITAL UNDER AUSPICES OF ST.
CERS AND DIRECTORS.
JOHNS GUILD, AT ELKS' HALL
LAST EVENING.
The stockholders of the Pecos Val
& Northeastern railroad held their
The piano recital at Elks' hall last ley
at the
night under the auspices of St. John's meeting in Roswell Wednesday,
Guild of the Episcopal church, was car ofinVice Pres!det Turner, which
the yards near Fourth street,
highly successful and drew a large stood
says the Register.
crowd. Edward Holmes Sickles, the
All of the old directors were reblind musician of Reno, Nev.; aston- elected
and the directors met immediished the audience with his many ately and
all of the old ofbeautiful selections on the piano. He ficers, as follows: 3.
E. Hurley, of
Is a wondeiful musician.
Topeka. president; Avery Turner, of
Mr. Leonard Miller entertained the
Amarlllo,
president and general
audience with some fine whistling manager; vice
Judge J. C. Paul, of
solos, the best ever heard "in this city.
treasurer; Don A. Sweet, of
Amar'illo. secretary: H. W. Gardiner,
IJlhtr,n,Unv,l"TS
,n.tf1PrPJr the were
con- by
of New York, assistant treasurer; D.
cert proved both entertaining
and
Gallup, of New York, comptroller;
highly successful, and the ladies of L.
of Chicago, A. L. Con-rthe guild deserve gieat credit for their K. i.P.of Ripley,
Auiarillo, Samuel Atkinson, of
efforts, which made the affair a
Roswell, K. A. Cahoon, of Roawell,
and John W. Poe, of Roswell, directors.
LET'S PAY MORE
Mr. Sweet and Judge Paul were
the only out. of town directors presATTENTION TO ANIMALS ent.
Mrs.
Turner and her little
nephew, Harold TenKyck, of Albu- Perhaps no place In the city Isniore querque, were also in the Turner
popular for our associates in what is and accompanied Mr. Turner on a
known ".is the dumb animal world an trip south.
the spot near the corner of Railroad
avenue and Second street, where the CONCERT MONEY FOR
SUPPORT OF MISSIONARY
water fountain stands. Here all day
long and every day tired ami thirsty
Louisville, Ky, Oct. 12 Under the
management
and central riiieriion of
horses and dogs quench their thirst
Kremientlv two or tlm.e horse will .Mrs. J. I). McDaniel. who is teacher
be standing wa'ling the r turn at the of the Kmma Betow class of the Trln- fountain. Not only hordes from the ity. .!. K. .Sunday bcIiuoI in tins -..',
belonging a concert will he given this evening
couir- - v hut maiiv lioie-to
i;i ' (f ;i,e ,iu
Hinek their for the benefit of Dr. Rmma lletow,
.. r'hf.
- itii'.t ir'i m v l i. ii ji',r ... Ci.....r
t. ....!.,.- - r
has been suggested that the New na. it is expected that the proceeds
f the concert
will be sufllcient to
Mexico Humane society erect two oth- missionary work
tr fountains for the benefit of the- maintain Dr.
dumb friends of man. Those Interest- in China for some time.
e in tl.'s laudable enterprise should
fend their names to Prof. Stioup, the IFfDFTAUV Til
I RDFATH
jt LLD
ti Ll I 1 1
f..r unroll. JLlyKLIrtlM
Secretarv ,,f th..
Iilent as 'members.
IS EXPECTED SOON

"SPECIAL SALE"

'

84
13!i

26
FOOTBALL RECORD MADE
IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS.
City
Kansas
Live Stock.
New
York,
Oct. 12. Forty-fivKansas City, Mo., Oct. 12. Cattle-Rece- ipts.
deaths and hundreds of serious injur10,000: market steady to 10p
ies are the record of football In the higher; native steers, $3.60&5;
southlast five years, according to the can- ern steers,
3.75; southern cows,
vass made by the Herald. Almost ev- $l.(!5i 6.75; $2.50
native
cows
and heifers,
ery casualty was due directly to hea- $1.65 4.75;
stockers
and feeders,
vy mass
which Presi- $2.50&4.25; bulls, $2ff3; calves, $2.50
dent Roosevelt and the country at ft 6.25; western steers, $3.5Ui
4.55;
large are protesting vigorously.
western cows, $2 4.25.
Sheep Receipts, 8,000; market 5 to
CHAMBERLAIN
TO
10c higher;
muttons,
$4.255.25;
lambs, $3.50 7.25; tange wethers,
DRILL IN EL PASO $4.50& 5.25; stockers and
feeders, $4
4.65.
CHAMPION ROCK DRILLER IS TO
Closing Stock Quotations.
REPRESENT THE SAN PEDRO
New York, Oct. 12. Following were
DISTRICT.
plays,-agains-

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Pennsylvania
143.,
Rock Island, common
32 7s
Rock Island, pfd
79
Republic Iron 41 Steel, common.. 24
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
94
Southern Pacific
6S'j
St. Paul
179 u,
Southern Railway
351.4
Tennessee Coal & Iron
85
:
Texas Pacific
3414
Union Pacific, comnym
131
U. S. S., common
U. S. S., pfd
Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd

PAGE FIVE.

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

MARKETS

Amalgamated Copper
Anient an Sugar
Atchison, common

guments began on the writ of temporS. Vann, of S. Vann & Son, of this ary injunction granted
'oy the court
city, aDd Alfred Jelfs, of the First Na- yesterday
afternoon
and directed
tional bank .of Raton, have returned against Sheriff
Armijo, Treasurer
to their respective" homes after attend- Justo R. Armijo, Superintendent
A. B.
ing a meeting, of tha sovereign lodge
arTtinadelphla,
of Odd Inlaws,-helto which they were delegates from
New Mexico.
Mr. Vann reached home last night
after an absence of about a month.
The lodge meeting took place during
the time of September
and
since that time Mr. Vann visited Atlantic City and his old home, at Kock-for-

EVENING CITIZEN.

ANNOUNCEMENT!
Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stillborn announces the opening of a
studio In rooms
Harnett block.
Miss Kremer is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich , and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stlllhorn is a recent
arrival from New York and Will take
a limited number of pupils in drawing
ami water colors. Studio hours from

There Isn't Any Use
Trying to find a more accurate, careful or painstaking drug stor
than ours. We study accuracy because it protects us as well as our
patrons.
B. H. BRIGGS a CO.
Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
First St. and Gold Ave.
Doth 1 hones.

l

S: 30 to 12,

i

to 4:30.

Auto phone, 316. Dell phone,

115.

Residence

Auto

phone. No. 299.

A. BORDERS, funeral Director and Emblmer
Black or White Hearse, $5.00.
Commercial Cub Building.
CITT UNDERTAKER.

0

0

T

ALDUQUEKOUK

PACE SIX.

"LADY" ANGELS SHOCKED
COUNTRY CLERGYMEN
THEY WILL BE MADE OVER AND WEAR ""WHISKERS BEFORE THEY
ADORN CRYPT OF ST. JOHN THE DIVINE.

EVENING

CITIZEN

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

DRY LAND SEEDS SCIENTIFICALLY DEVELOPED
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

For fifteen years Ttobt. Gauss lias has been doiiu' work not only In ad:
been carrying on his experiments and vance of ain private experimenter
government, but 4i
has at last achieved results which he knownIn to tie'
been
adv ii;'.' of that accomplished
hardly dared dream of at first. He hy the govitnient stations.
now has a variety each of wheat, oats,
each year from those
Seed Is
barley and rye whlnh will give a re- plants which lure attained the best
without Inigatlon growth and rioluced the best results
markable yield
it hstanding
other than that of the regular rain- In seeds, p
their arid
fall on the plains, and his experiments environment, and, of course, there Is
with corn lead him to believe that he no Irrigation whatever employed on
has almost succeeded there, which this experlne i;l farm, and all the moiswould mean that the vast prairie land ture comes from the talnfall.
between the corn belt of Kansas and
Mr. Gauss began his experiment In
Nebraska and the Rocky Mountains, wheat brewing with the
variety
where little but sagebrush now grows, known as Iiinroved Fife, but It Is now
may soon bo waving with corn.
departed so much from the original
For many years Mr. Gauss has been that It presents little or none of the
canylng on this work in a small way Fife appearance. He has succeeded
on his property at Montclalr, Sterling In making It .irouth resistant, and has
avenue and Mont view boulevard. Lat also been successful In producing
summer, M. A. Carleton, the cereallst other grains that have adapted themof the United States Department of selves to th. conditions that obtain on
Agriculture, camo to Denver and vis- the plains of the west.
ited Mr. Gauss' experiment farm, and
How Experiments Were Made,
went back to Washington with reports
He has also been experimenting
accomof the work that had been
with Pellissi.':-- Khala of which there
plished. Recently, negotiations have are two strains, each requiring a sepgovernment
by
opened
been
with arate experiment Kubanks and Black
the
Mr. Gauss, in which he has been asked Don, all durum wheats.
to give up all his time to the breeding
The soft wheats are Red Russian,
of plants, the results he has had being obtained from the eastern part of
so satisfactory that the department Colorado, and Fretes, which was origwould like to have him to continue on inally brought from Algiers, by the
a much larger scale and on a salary government.
In addition to these
that would permit Ills devoting his wheats, Mr. Gauss Is developing varithoughts
best
and energies to it.
eties of oats, rye and bailey. He has
The purpose of these experiments is two kinds of barley, one being the orgrains
adapt
to
and other plant species dinary beardless or stock feeding vato arid or semi-ariconditions, so tnai riety, and the other a malt variety
they will grow on the plains of Colo- known as Saala, said to rank among
rado without Irrigation.
the best barleys of Germany.
It has nothing to do with soil manIn addition to grains his experiipulation and should not. be confused ments Include potatoes, sugar beets,
any
way
in
with the Campbell or any and this year, corn. The corn was the
similar piocess of cultivation.
It is Early Yellow Dent, procured for the
purely and distinctly Investigation in. experiment from Mr. Wilson of Harrls-burg- ,
plant breeding and to acclimatize the
Colo., which Mr. Wilson says
plants from humid to arid conditions. has grown In that locality for ten
It Is based on the theory that a plant years, without Irrigation. In order to
which for any reason endures the have a proper rotation of crops, Mr.
drouth will transmit that power of Gauss Is also trying to develop a vadrouth resistance to Its offspring.
riety of Turkestan alfalfa along drouth
Mr. Carleton says that Mr. Gauss resistant lines.
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A dreadful combination, that of Friday and 13. but Globe Store customers will be less
fearful after making purchases on Friday, October 1 3, and for 13 days thereafter.

J

TWO OF THE
Oct. 12. Angels are
New York,
men! At least so a couple of country
dominies have modestly asserted. The
result Is that a transformation Is to
take place in the forty lovely angels
of the gentler sex that were to adorn
the chapels of the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine.
Is
iue
J. Guistzen
sculptor who believed that angeland
woman is synonymous. But after a
long, laborious task with chisel and
hammer, he has learned that the angels which decorate the beautiful New
York cathedral must be masculine,
hence the sculptor is exceedingly busy
In his studio making over tho faces
of his marbled handiwork.
Sculptor Ifairglura has the contract
to furnish 46 massive angels for the
masterpiece In architecture, that sur- Mothe-Borglu-

' I.ADY

ANGELS."
mount
Cathedral heights.
It was
during the lecent diocesian convention
that it was discovered that only six
nut of the 40 belonged to the masculine persuasion. Among the 600 clergymen
of the Protestant Episcopal
church who visited the cathedral, were
a couple of provincial ministers, who
professed to be horrified that the faces
were those of gentle women. Mention of "lady angels" are not abundant
in the bible, these clergymen asserted,
an.l so veho.nent were their protests
thai they finally reached the eara of
the .building committee, which protested to the sculptor that his angels
would never, never do. Mr. Borglura
instanced Fra Angelico and Danatello
as chisf ling "lady" angels, but he was
'argued down, and they are now to
have angels wearing "gentlemen's" be-- i
whiskered heads.

CANANEA GREEN BUYS
ALAMEDA

CHIEF LITTLE

BEAR AFTER TWENTY YEARS

WITH

Colonel
Gieen. of the Green
Consolidated Copper company, has!
the bulk of the machinery
taken from the old Albemarle mill In
the Cocnltl district, and three cars of
is being loaded
for shipment to
Cananea, at Thornton today. Percy
Harbour, engineer for the Navajo Gold
Mining company, which company came
nto possession of the property at the
failure of the Albemarle company,
went to Thornton this morning to su
perintend the loading. Mr. Harbour
said that the moving of the machinery
from the mountains to the railroad
was accomplished much easier than
was expected, not taking Into consid
eration fhe hindrance caused by the
elements, which retarded the work
very much by rains washing out wagon
roads and raising the Rio Grande un
til It reached Impassable stages.
The bed of the Corliss engine, which
was the heaviest piece of them all,
V. C.

1

ARIZONA

orado Springs for six years, and was
trying to get enough money and
clothes to return. Major R. J. Falen
wired the authorities of the Colorado
institution in regard to Mr. Wilson,
and leccived the reply that the fellow
was uu impostor. Wilson was very
Biid essful in Santa Fe and evidently
made enough to get far enough away
His deafness and
to escape arrest.
dumbness were acting, pure and simple, and sympathetic persons of the
Capital City were taken in.

When excited he walks with a half
run an I stamps with his riirht foot
When he left lie bad on a pair of
blue overalls, institution shirt and
white hat. His peculiar actions will
.instantly attract attention to himself.
Anv one finding him will conter
'great favor by notifying the Arizona
asvlum authorities. x

MAN AT LARGE.
.lohn Bracken, an old patient in the
escape,! from the. Institution
on the nitiht of the Eth inst., says the
I'iioenW Journal. He is a yian about
4o years of a,'c, u feet 10 Inches in
heigiit, blue exes, liht hair and sandy
mustache. He is perfectly harmless,
but loud and vociferous in his talk

HORSE

FLORA VISTA TOWNSITE
TO BE PLATTED SOON.
It Is expected that the townslte of
Flora Vista, San Juan county, will be
surveyed the latter part of this week
and Immediately platted. It will comprise about fifteen acres, and the new
Denver & Rio G.ande railroad station
will be located on the north end, while
the station of the Arizona & Colorado
railway will be on the south end.

la a

celebrated prescription, and thnt it
has been in use over ior v rears, and thnt
each bottle of the geD aine bears the nam
ot ihe BrailhcUl Regulator Co. t
' Do vou know that when tow nse thil
cmedy during the period of gestation
that you will te free of pain and mm
healthy, hearty and clever children ?
Well, these thiues are worth knowinf.
They are facts. Of druggists at fi.oo.
Don t be perseaded to try a substitute.
Our Tittle book "Motherhood"
IHg BIUDFIEL0 REOULAT0I CO. AiUala. 0

fre.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(H. E. NO. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Tnd of- ,nce at santa e, N. M Sept. 25,
'1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that sMd
proof will
be made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, IN.
M.. on November 4. 190V. viz
Don.
aclato Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
range 6 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jacobo Valencia, of Chllili, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chlllll. N. to.; Alejan-- ,
dro Ronqulllo, of Chlllll, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clilili. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Constipation causes headache, nau-- '
sea, dizziness, languor , heart palpi- tation. Drastic physics gripe, sicken,
weaken the bowels and don t cure.
Doan's regulets act gently and cure
constipation.
.25 cents.
Ask your
druggist.

ITS UNEXCELLED NEWS SERVICE embraces the continuous report
of the Associated Press, with dispatches every hour; the general and
special service of the New York Herald; the Hearst transontlnental
leased wire service and special correspondence for THE STAR'S own
representatives In Washington, D. C; Jefferson City, Mo.; Topeka,
Kas., and Guthrie, Ok., in addition to the large grist of news that
comes dally from several hundred other alert representatives.
ITS MARKET REPORTS AND COMMENTS
have an authoritative
value that causes them to be telegraphed to all parts of the United
States the moment THE STAR comes from the press. No Western
man even Indirectly Interested lin the value of food products, stocks
and securities can afford to be without THE STAR'S daily record of
prices and conditions.
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES Include the Chaperon's column, In which
are answered questions pertaining to beauty aids and social customs
and affairs, a department for Inquirers on other subjects and a wloe
range of miscellaneous articles throwing side lights upon the world's
most Interesting people and events these in addition to a vigorous
editorial page, absolutely Independent, politically, and a Sunday Issue
that is full of live special matter and human Interest.

THIRTEEN

PAPERS EACH WEEK FOR 10c

The Kansas City Star was tho first and Is still the only newspaper
to deliver a complete morning paper, THE KANSAS CITY TIMES, to
Its subscribers, without increase in the subscription price.

DENVER

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest

and quickest

frem

Una

8anU Fe to Denver, Puebie and

Colo-

rado Springe, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and weet. Time as quick
and ratea aa low aa by ether Itnea.
SLEEPERS,
DINING
PULLMAN
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

trains. Ne tlreeome
delaya at any station.

On all through

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply te

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P.
Santa Fe, New Mex.

The Bnst
of Colorado

THE DINING
CAR SERVICE

(From the California Limited
are caused by Indigestion. If you sat
little too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
bad shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
bsartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach te
swell, and puff up against the
expand
heart. This crowds the heart and interfere with Its action, and in the course ef
time the heart becomes diseased.
'

T.r,

;vv

'

It.

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

m"

TRANSFER OF TROUT
VERY SUCCESSFUL.
The large consignment of ttout,
wliiih wad sent to the Sapello river,
from
the government fisheries car
fr uu l.as Vegas last week, was re- WONDKRKI I, RACER THAT NKGOTIATKD
INC TON.
ceived by S 1.. Haker of lleulah, San
Miguel county, and placed in the river
Dan Pati-Vmarvelous feat of negotiate
Ky., last Saturday, is the sensation of
at a point
about twenty five miles
above Iis Vegas. Of the entire con- of Joe rate-heand Zelika was driven by II. r.
signment, only about thirty of the Asa mile in front by a runner and at the sidi L .1
died.
lightning fast.

i

take Internally ony medicine tor the
pain accompanying pregnancy.
uo You Know that Mother' Friend
Is applied externally only?
Do You Know that Mother' Friend

IN THE WORLD

rc-a-

ANCIENT SANTA FE
I.ast night, about u n o'clock, two
ehoth were beard tired near the Al
Mission srhoo',, one bullet sinking
In the door of the otlice ot the matron,
tays the New Mexican.
Complaints have bten male about
the nightly disturbances in the vicinity tif the scboul und city authorities
should take immediate steps to discover the disturbers and put a stop to
the nuisance. There seems to be a
gang of drunken loafers in that part
of the city marly every night. This
may result in the death of some inno-ceu- t
person and nothing slmuld be left
undone by the city officers to apprehend the wrongdoers.

birth medicines, and
most remedies for women in the treatment
of her delicate orgaus, contain more 01
less opium, morphine and strychnine?
Do You Know that in most countries
druggists are not permitted to sell narcotics without labeling them poisons?
tou iv.now mat you should not

SPEEDIEST

last attended school. He wrote that freiuently thrtatenlng destruction to
he had been a pupil in the Colorado
petgonB
school for tiie dejf and dumb at Col- either imaginary or

IN

MOTHERS, DO YOU KNOW
the many

INSANE

A DEAF AND DUMB FAKER
IN SANTA FZ.
George Wilson, t'ne young iua:t who
was in the city last week soliciting
aid to enable him to get into a school
for the deaf and dumb, has timed out
to be a fake, says the New Mexican.
He had a piece of paper on which was
written his name, age, and where he

SHOOTING

WHEREIN IT LEADS

a"l b. Reinsert, professor of
i(,al science In the university of Wis- f"nstn, accuses the Americans or

;

DANGEROUS

Everywhere recognized as the strongest and most reliable newspaper
in the most prosperous region of the United States.

BEING FICKLE

;

DAN PATCH

THE KANSAS CITY STAR

AMERICANS CHARGED
PROPERTY

fickleness, and Intimates that the gen-I- t
eral satisfaction over the conclusion
of peace between Russia and Japan
wa
inspired hy a desire Tor a rresh
The peace, he thinks, Is
sensation.
a very nan one. 1 nis is me way ne
looks at the matter la a brief article
in the Outlook:
OF
"And what shall we pay of tho manner in which American newspapers
and their readers readily took up with
th Russian view and utterly forgot
the justice of the case, forgot what
Russian autocracy had been doing at
home and in the far east? Does it not
Bhow the demoralizing effect of the
desire for something new, something
sensational?
We were tired of tiie
monotonous success of Japan; give us
the Russians for a while to patronize
tn three and coddle.
So Japan
was pracwflH ninvf.il rin t vpotprrlnv
hours. George Baccus of this city, ' tlcally derted by her friends, and in
(order to avoid utter isolation, was
did the work.
rorced into a peace that dims tne
HAGERMAN ON KIND
glory of her achievements.
OF ORCHARD SOIL.
"But this is not the worst. The
"The soil should he deep, and free peace is inconclusive. So many loopfrom evosum.
Gvnsum underlies holes ate left for the recrudescence of
much land in this valley. For an or-- Russian Intrigue in China (the North- chard no land should be used which ern wancnuria railway remains kus'
has not at least six feet of good soil ,sian, the status of Mongolia is not
hove any underlying gypsum, other touched) that, with Its notorious arRubMost of our or rogance and unscrupulousness,
rock or hardpan.
chard has as deep or deeper soil than sla will soon be acting in the far
this, but In some spots the gypsum east as tr notning nan nappeneu. Ana
Is fiom two and a half to four feet; Japan, who has fought our battles as
from the surface. Trees will erow In well as ner own, will have to continue
such places for shree or fur years, but her struggle, w hich ought to Rave
when the roots get down to the gyp- - oeen ended by this war. At Fortssum thev stOD Browing, and the troes mouth, as the result seems to me to
will not then bear much fruit, and e, tnose were punisnea wno deserved
what they do bear will not be good, to succeed, and only those who de- If any one wants an object lesson ou served to be utterly discredited by
gyp, let him examine the bad spots in this war, the autocratic party of Rus
our orchard. A man might as well sla, carried off the advantage."
put his money in a rat hole as in an
apple orchard on tliin soil undetlaid
Don't iet the baby suffer from ecze
ma, sores or any Itching of the skin
with gypsum."
Doan'B Ointment gives instant relief,
cures quickly. Perfectly safe for chil
MISS GRETA SHOEMAKER
TO BE MARRIED. dren. All druggists sell It.
Invitations were issued by Mr. and
The Pantatorium.
Mrs. C. C. Shoemaker last week to the
marriage of their daughter,
Miss
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed
Greta, to Horace Ulinn Hunter, at the All clothes called for and delivered
Church of the Good Shepherd, Silver 206 West Silver avenue. Auto phone
City, Tuesday afternoon, October 17, 721. G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
at 3 o'clock, by the Rev. H. W. Ru tr
uer, says the Enterprise. A reception
Never can tell when you will mash
CHIEF LITTLE BEAR.
4 to C a finger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn
at
home
from
Shoemaker
the
Butte, Mom., Oct. 12. After 20 to the will of the commissioner of In o'clock will follow the ceremony at or scald. Be Drenared. Dr. Thomas'
years of resistance to the arms and illan affair at Ottawa.
The affair Is" to be the Kclectric Oil Instantly relieves the
the chuich
After the noted Rell rebellion, Lit- largest and most complete In Us ap- - pain rjuickly cures the wound.
diplomacy of the Canadian governu
ment, the drought prevailing north- tle Hear and his followers fled to pointments of Its kind that has taken
all attempts to place In Silver City In recent years. I Subscribe for The Evening Citizen
ern Montana has tamed Chief Little Montana and defeated
Hear and bin rebellious bunch of subdue them. Now. with his band demembers and
Crees. They are now preparing ti i.lc tci to less than 3o0conditions,
they
return to their native lands at Onion conquered by weather
Lake Canada where they w ill submit are ready to sunender.

ALL FIGHT OUT

The Great Paper of the Great West

a'-
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digests what you eat, takes the strain off
of the heart, and contributes nourishment
strength and health to eery organ of the
body. Curee Indigestion, Dyspepsia. Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
membrane lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh

el the Stomach,

Lot Hook)

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agrieultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are a" along or reached
most conveniently from the

Colorado Southern
Railway
Many of the best r&rts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are yo'i luterestea in Colorado!
Send three cents in stamps for our
beautiful Illustrated book, "Piotur-esqu- e
Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pase Agt.
Denver, Colo.

Don't Borrow Trouble.
After eeitnf m, food would dlttrui me b? malrina
It Is a had habit to borrow anything,
K, hwit ptlpltat end I would bcome r ut.
ilntllj I f at bottle of Kodol nd u gt, me Immr hut the yorst thing you can possibly
title retitf. After using t w botttn I em cured.
borrow, Is trouble. When sick, sore,
MRS. LORINQ NICHOLS. Peao Yen, N. T.
by the
heavy, weary, and woru-ou- t
I Kd ttermch tieuble end wee In e bed state s I pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
hu.rt (rouble wilh it. I look Kodol byspepsia ness, liriKht'i disease, and similar InSd
Qui lor eboul lour months no II cured me.
nal disorders, don't sit down ahd
a KAUBLB. NstuU. (X tel
brood over your symptoms, but fly for
relief to Electric Bitters. Here you
Ditfests
will find sure and permanent forget
fulness of all your troubles, and your
kvtU
o
wtwr m iMWia I body will not be burdened by a load of
debt disease. At all drusylsts. Price
6uc. Guaranteed.
For hale by aJl druggista.

It Is peculiar that all of as
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help it I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I ean't abstain. The dining car serrlee
on the California Limited la too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

SANTA

f E IS THE WAY

,

M1I.K IN 1:55'

AT I.KX

a Diile in l:5.ri4 at
tuff world. The great son
Hersey, and was paced his
The track wag
pace-make-

What You Eat

New Cure for Cancer.
All surface cancers are now known
to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. Jaa. Walters, of Duffleld. Va.,
writes: "I 'uad a cancer on my lip
for years, that seemed Incurable, till

lUisklen's Arnica Salve healed it, and

now it Is perfectly well." Guaranteed
cu e for cuts and burns. 25c at all

druggists.

"Dilp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
better cook with sale gaa.
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FALSELY SWORE HER

N. PEACH

THE SCRATCHED
MERITED PRAISE

BROTHER A MURDERER
do It.

Joe. Knohel
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 12. Love, the
of Tonianco, made her do It. Love,
fraternal love, led Adellna Knnbcl to
she had done her
undo the wron
brother. Two years after her raisewords hurried him to the penttcn-

Country's Financial

accused her own brother of a crime
that put his very life 'a Jeopardy.
Her explanation a lover told her to
Is

serving a

& CO.

teal est Are dealers

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

THIRD STREET

Wholesale Grocers

Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 208ft
West Gold Avenue.

What She Docs to Swell the
SOUL FROM
NOW LITTLE ANGELINA KNOBEL WOULD FREE HER CONVICT-AN-OTHER
REMORSE VICTIM HAS BEEN TWO YEARS A
PARTY FOND,
ADMIRER WAS SLAIN AT A GARDEN
FOOLISH GIRL ACCUSES HER3ELF OF PERJURY.

PAGE SEVEN.

Meat Market

Prosperity.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

and 8lt Meat.
Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
All

ten-yea- r

Kinda of Fresh

Steam

tiary, she confesses herself
fully a petjurcr, willing to take his
place In prison If she can but give
mm nam his freedom.
it is a cir.ious study, this, or tnis
young girl, who takes oath that she

remorse-lov- e

GIVEN
murder of Matthew Langetidorf. The GOVERN MtM STATISTICS
tragedy happened two years ago, at a
AND
little garden party in St. Louis, at
With the strength liom of governtended by the Knobels. Langendoif
A.
B.
SLETSTER
was an admirer of Adellna Knobel, nietit. statistics. Franklin Forbes conINSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- EA rough and tumble fight took tends, in a recent number of Success
16.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
place In which Lang'Pndorf was shot Magazine, that the mother of the
ami killed. Jos. Knobel carried him American chicken Is at once the most Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
imp
dying Into the neuse, while Jos. Sloan, productive as she Is the most reliable
Automatic Telephone, 174.
another admirer,, escorted Adelina of all of our Industrial money maket s.
away. The police questioned them.
The last census of poultry of tne
Hoth said Jos. Knobel had admitted United States showed that the total
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
shooting Langcndorf. At the Inquest number of chickens was 23." :fi:)8,0S5;
0
both so testified.
At the trial only turkeys, 6,699,367: geese, &, '176,863;
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
Sloan testified.
and
The girl fainted In and duck's. 4.8u7.3"8. Kighty-eicli- t
per cent of the farms of
the court room and was mercifully
113 12 W. Railroad Avenue.
spared the ordeal.
this country had poultry as an asset.
We are prepared to furnish, on ehort notice, all sorts of
say
to
chickens,
At
2o0.000.000
least
Hates Lover Now.
"I have never seen Jos. Sloan since nothing of other kinds of poultry, are
PIONEER BAKERY
the trial. He Is somewhere In St. consumed each year.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
HIGH PRESSUSE BOILERS .
Louis, but I do not know where. I
According to the government au(Successor to Balling Bros.)
gays
poultry
earn
him
"egg
now,"
hate
Adellna.
thorities the
.
and
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
Internally Fired Marine Typa Bolter.
"I was filled with fear at what he ings" for one recent year amounted to
We desire patronage and we guarCahall Water Tuba Safety, and Re- valmme,
I
to
thought
of
'I28o.ono.noo.
told
The total
the antee
and I
that had
baking.
class
first
turn Tubular Boilers. Send us your
swear against my brother or go to the gold, silver, wool and sheep produced
Specification! for Quotations.
Albuquerque.
penitentiary myself. Why I was fool-- in America during the year in ques- 207 8. First Street.
ish enough to believe such a thing I tlon was $274,434,315.
0
cannot understand. I thought a great
The sugar production of the country
The Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
my
of
you
year
$20,00,000.
was
deal
but
know what the same
brother, hut
OILS', VARNISHES AND
0
a foolish girl will do for a fellow she
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V he had shot Matthew Langendorf. Affiant further states that at the V her: "Undo the wrong you have done," annually would fill 43,127,Omt crates,
Earth.
time she testified she was baiely 16 years of age, and affiant states T came thundering to her ears. Louder each of the latter holding 360 eggs;
Wholesale iVw and Cigar Dealers
Free Delivery.
C that what she testified to was untrue, and that her brother, Jos.
and louder It grew until It came to also, a tialn of refrigerator cars to Orders Solicited.
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a young man by the name of Jos. Sloan, and that said Jos. Sloan at
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Jos. Schllta Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
-- x x x x x x x x x X
T the time told this affiant that If she did not testify that her brother,
had sworn falsely against her brother, train.
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
"
Jos. Knobel, told her that he (Jos. Knobel) had shot Matthew Lan- Then she determined to set him
The ideal hen, Mr. Forbes dlseovPrice List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
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Adellna has made affidavit to her gifted creatures of this sort, and
(Signed)
MISS ADELINA LIZZIE KNOHEL.
6ffice and Factory
and affidavits by other wit- - ions would be added to the national
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this the 25th day of Sep- - T nesses have heen gathered, Indicating wealth If all chickens could be per- 412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
tember, 1905.
another was really guilty of the.suaucd to make such performances
f tnat
Albuquerque, N. M.
,
(Seal)
DUANE D. HOLMES, Notary Public.
murder. I nese are to be laid uefoie their ambition
My term expires Jan. 17, 1908.
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WEATrjER INDICATIONS.

Wtfrl KAILWAPAYt.Ji

Generally fair tonight and Friday.
Warmer in southeast portion tonight.

Fit

Style
8

UNCONCERNED.

Quality

Our Ladles' Shoes are noted for their pionounced style. You can
spot them at once in ft crowd by their graceful lines, perfect pat-ter- n
and faultless finish.
They are made over correct lasts, and feel comfortable from toe
time you first put them on till they are worn out. No breaking in required. At the same time, they keep their shape. Only the best
and most perfect workmanship that go into our shoes can accomplish these results. Examine our new stock for fall and winter
and convince yourself.

Said' the pheasant to the rabbits,
"I'm amazed at your bad habits,
lhjn't you know It's very rude to
sit and staie?"
nd the look the other pheasant
Turned on him was far from pleasant.
Hut neither of the rabbits turned a
Lite.
hare.

Danforth, represent ing a
K.
T.
wholesale paper house of Chicago, Is
in the city with his samples.
I). A. Ditmanu, the wind mill agent,
iett last night for Arizona points,
where he goes to Install a number of
wind mills.
George E. Brewer, the fire Insurance
adjuster, who whs in Santa Fe looking
after his business, returned to the city
$3.00,(3.50
Patent Kid Shoe
last night.
Joe Richards, the genial mine owner
Vici Kid Shoes ... .$2.50, $3.00, $3.50
from the Placitas, is In town today
I
purchasing supplies for his annual as$1.65, $2.00, $2.25
Dongoia Shoes
sessment laborers.
Engineer Jack Fenner has recovered from a ten days' sickness, and has
reported for duty again. Mr. Fenner's
malady was lumbago.
Charles Chadwick, sheep commisGETTING BREAKFAST
sion broker, transacted business In
and returned to
With food preDarationi from F. F. Santa Fe yesterday
the city last night.
,
Trotter's grocery la thorough assurJohn S. Heaven, the coal dealer, Is
ance that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all spending a few days at Hagnu, Inspecting the coal properties of the
other meals, as any article of food
New Mexico Fuel & Iron company.
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine exRegular convocation of Rio Grande
cellence. We thoroughly
test any Chapter No. 4, R. A. M., Thursday
goods offered us, and retain In our' evening, October 12, at 8 o'clock p. m.
.stock only those .found good and Hy order of S. I. J. C. Forger, sec
retary.
wholesome.
Manager W. H. Cheatham of the Alvarado, accompanied by Mrs. Cheat
ham, returned this morning from a
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.
two weeks' vacation spent at Los An
geles and Coronado.
Robert Loudon, the dairyman, and
Joseph Schaefer, of Fair s meat mar
Q ket, have gone In search of big game
In the Man.ano mountains. They will
be gone several weeks.
A. F. Spiegelberg, the Santa Fe cap
itallst, was in the clly between tiaius
There are undoubtedly good qualities in every standard piano. But
last night on his way to u.exlco, where
he goes to look after some mining
THE
CHICKERING
properties in which he is interested.
The regular meeting of the WomThe triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, is admitted to be
an's Christian Temperance Union wiil
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
be held at the home of Mrs. David
could possess.
Stewart on Fast Coal avenue, Friday
afternoon, October 13, at 3 o'clock.
CO.
114 SOUTH SECOND OTREET.
Stowe's celebiated concert band,
under the direction of Mr. Ed.
O-O 5
will give a grand musical concert on the principal street corners
of 'the city on Thursday, October 19.
J. Porter Jones, of the Albuquerque
Gas company, who accompanied the
remains of his wife to St. Louis for
burial several weeks ago, returned to
the city today on the Santa Fe limited.
Regular Sabbath services will be
evening at 7:45. "The
held, Friday
Symbols of the Feast of the Tabernacles," will be the subject of Rabbi
Kaplan's seimon. Everybody is welMail
Filled.
come.
The executive committee of the
twenty-fiftannual territorial fair will
meet tonight at the Surety InvestLUMBER CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
ment company's office, for the purpose of hearing the report of the special Investigating and auditing - comN. M.
mittee.
Thomas Hughes, for years an "employe of this office, but the past couple
of months residing In Los Angeles,
writes to friends here that he Is getting along nicely in the City of Angels,
and is on the extra list of toe Hearst
THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
Examiner, with plenty of work to keep
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
him busy.
BY NOVTHOUGHT8 OF XMAS.
John Steward, formerly of the firm
EMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
of Steward & Vorhes, job printers of
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
this city, lert this morning for Las VeHARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DN
gas, where ho goes to accept a meVIDE
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
chanical position on the Las Vegas
WITH THIS MONTH ,THAT WE
Optic. Mr. Steward said before leavMAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
ing, that he did not expect to remain
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
In the Meadow City permanently.
ANNOUNCEMENT
1 WE
WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENHon Pedro Perea, territorial InsurLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
ance commissioner, Is In the city from
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATSanta Fe attending to official business.
INUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
Mr. Perea reports that the insurance
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
companies doing business In the terAFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
dot
ritory are rapidly falling into line and
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
paying their ffos, which will help to
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
swell the fund In the teirltorial treasCOST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKury.
ERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.
The meeting tonight at the office of
the Surety Investment company will
not be a general fair meeting, but
solely and alone, a meeting of the fair
executive committee. The special Investigating and auditing committee,
appointed recently, and in session al
nia-teil-

F. F. TROTTER

0400000000OOOO

9

2

The Triumph of the Piano maker
GENUINE

I

THE AVJIITSON MUSIC

Hay-wort-

Lumber,

Sash, Doors,
.Glass,

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.

Orders Promptly

First and Marquette,

0
0

Albuquerque,

DIAMONDS

When bocght right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We invitt
you to ciil and examine the beautif il diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mail orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

CITIZEN.

A LI i UO UK HO U K KVENING

PAGE EIGHT.

AVENUE.

EVERITT

LEADING

ETC.
JEWELER

most evrrv nkht since that appointment, will lif ready to report to the
executive rniimilttee this evening and
Chairman y.i. phersnn, of the special
committee, hopes for a full membership of the evciitivo committee at tonight's meeting.
The Claiiviltp Produce company
has come iv with a new yellow and
blue platform wauon.
and family, who have
Jacob
been in I.' - Angeles on a pleasure
trip, are now nil i'ier way home, and
are expected to arrive tomorrow.
The New Mexican says: The Santa
sheep In Its stock
Fe Centrsi a yards at S inilcy ready for shipment
to A.biifti nue. Chadwick & Co., of
the Duko!'itv. are the purchasers nnd
shippers.. hey will be handled either
today or tomorrow.
The Klk-- had a well attended meeting last ii uiit. Arrangements were
made for opening club rooms for the
benefit of Members. Some plans were
Inaugurate.! for the coming winter, of
which the public will be apprised In
due time. The usual lunch was served and the social features predominated.
Prof. W. ii. Tight, president of the,
University of New Mexico, and who is
also presld' ut of the Territorial Edu
cational a oeiution, has called a
meeting of the local teachers at. the
high school at. 4:30 o'clock on Friday
afternoon, lor the purpose of making
preparation.-- for the coming annupl
meeting of the association, which will
be held In this city the last of

CALL

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

BERNALILLO COUNTY

FOR

BONDS.

The county commissioners of the
county of Ilernallllo, in the teirltory
of New Mexico, In the exercise of the
option given by law, hereby give
that the funding bonds dated July
1, l&ys, Issued in two series, known
as A and H, respectively, consisting
of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
1 to 102 both Inclusive, of series
A,
and 13!t bonds of $100 each, numbered
1 to 139, both Inclusive, of series
P,
which are payable at the option of
said commissioners ten years after
the date thereof, must bo presented
for payment at the Chemical National
hank In the city of New York, or at
the office of N. W. HarrlB & company,
in the city of Chicago, 111., on or
the 15th day of November, 1905,
and that interest thereon will cease
after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED ORUNSFFLD,
Chairman.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk. .

SZFS?

LOWEST PRICES

SIMON STERN

"pTn'ft

in

i

visit-

-

at oncn.'
.
., '
.t.
i. rarweu,ii engineer ior iv-wie- Albuquerque Eastern, left this morning
for the J?stancia plains, going via the
Santa Fe to Kennedy and the Santa

Ing
r.

Fe Central to Estancia.
Mr. Far well
was accompanied
by Mrs. Farwell,
and while he is engaged in doing some
surveying on the plains, Mrs. Farwell
will visit at Antelope Spilngs, a well

PLUMBING

of the mountains.
C. B. and V. 12. Boston, two brothers,
are In the city, and will leave overland for their home near Gomez, Ter-

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

known ranch house on the east side

ry county Texas, via Roswell. For
the past four months they were up in
the San Juan country looking up a location for a stock faj.ii, but concluded
to return to Texas. V. E. Boston is
blind, the result of paralysis of the optical nerves, from whlcfi he has suffered for some ten years.

EQUIPMtM

ADDITIONAL

LOCAL

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

FOR

FIRE DEPARTMENT

COMMITTEE
WILL RECOMMEND
TO THE COUNCIL
THE PURCHASE OF ANOTHER ENGINE,
OTHER
, AND
NEEDED

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
.

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

APPA-RATU-

'

It Is stated on good authority that
the fire committee of the city council, which committee was instructed to
Investigate the needs of the Are department, by the council at a recent
nieetingwill recommend that the city
at once ,, purchase a fire engine and
other needed equipment. The new apparatus will cost in the neighborhood
of $10,000, and will make the local
fire department one of the most complete In the southwest.
The growth of Albuquerque in the
past few years has demonstrated
beyond a doubt that a larger fire
fighting force was needed, together
with nn engine, ladder truck, additional hose, etc. The matter was
brought before the city council at Its
meeting a month ago and that body at
once took steps to ascertain whether
such additions were necessary.. Now
then It has been found that they are,
and there is little floubt but that an
ordinance will be passed authorizing
the purchase of the additional equipment. The committee will report to
the council at Its meeting on Monday
night.
Special sale of fine Bath" Robe
Blankets, Just the thing for your win
ter Bath Robe. Choice, $2 each. See
window
display at the Golden Rule
Dry Goods company.
TOO LATE

TO CLASSIFY

FOR SALE Four hole range, cheap.
No. 30a North Fourth street.
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

EV- -

0

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

rf

South First Street

'

MERCHANTS

C
A

TK onlv Short Order Lun:h
Room in thtCity. Fine Coffee
a Specialty.
A ei
ie p
M.

I U

Ua

ULUUI1U

DINNER

Or between meals, any time,- - In
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" Is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This Is only one
of the many good things In our
stock of choloe cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values;
Don Florlo, 3 for
25o
Don Recardo, 2 for
25o
High Life
So
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano,&o

v

;,...L

ooooo
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s..d

M.
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See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

POST
Proprietors

&

YOU WANT THE

OO.

NEWS

0
WM. M'INTOSH.

HARDWARE

Now is the Time
To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

QUICK
QUICK

ooco 0K0000 oooi

AFTER

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furniture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.

AVTIOLiTSKALiK

'

II

North Pint Strtet

401-4- 03

'

mi
ZEIGER'S CAFE.

m

I

J

F
IT

Uli

MADE PICCALILLI
AND

HOME

B. J.

CHAS. F. MYERS.

WHITNEY COMPANY

11

Meal,
John
Home Base
The most com-

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
stroke.
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wiasj

We carry many

MEAL RANGES.

MIAL

QUICK WEAL.
3-

to

$30

QUICK

MtU

QUICK

ktf At

;!

ii
0

t;

i
--

w.;

QUICK

MtAL

QUICK

MIAL

119 West
Gold Avenue

h. &

;

..:jf.;f'

C

Agents for

'a

(IUICK

Winchester

MCAl

.

Ml.!

Second Street E. L. WASHBURN CO.

CORRECT STYLES
PERFECT STORE ORGANIZATION

N

in room 4;,
being in the employ of (Irons, Kelly & her art studio
Honrs i.30 io
being In the mploy of Cross. Kelly & o"e are invited
company. They will go to housekeep- -

Stein-Bloc-

122 South

NEWEST GOODS

New Tailor Shop.
J. Morelli, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor shop on North
First street, where he Is ready to
clean, press and repair ladles' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers
A.

AT LOWEST PRICES.

h
which can be found only on
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?

$12.50

COMPLETE STOCKS

STRAYED OR STOLEN.
From Willard, K. M., Sept. 27; three
horses of the following description:
Pay horse branded RL-- on left hip.
Pay horse branded N on left hip.
Hlack horse, branded N on left hip.
Last nlulit at the home of Mr. and
A liberal reward will be paid for
Mrs. H. J. Cooper. r09 West Cold avenue, Miss Aenes Carson and Mr. Ralph the return of the animals to Ubalo T.
Damlano were united In marriage, Sanchez, Los Lunas, N. M.

Collar,

Overcoats,

Answer

1

Iturners; Mountain Oak and Groat Western Heaters.
plete line In the city,

STEIN BLOCH
Clothes

all the good features that
could be desired In a perfect clothing
store are added together
What Is the sum?

be-fo-

i

There Is nothing for real home comfort like a pair of our Felt Slippers
for men and women. We have them
In red, green or brown, with felt or
leather soles, plain or fur trimmings.
Prices range from 65c to $1.50. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

The
PROTEK

Question-Wh- en

no-tir- o

I.o.-'.p-

eeonV'

12, 1905.

QUICK

MIAL

i,

I.

f

Rifles and Shotguns, Manchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic ristols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

A

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

